
ABOUT THE BOOK KEY SELLING POINTS

Michelle Carlslund - Who’s hiding in the mirror? 
From birth £8,99

Babies will love meeting four funny animals 
and having fun imitating them in the mirror! 
But who’s the last little animal hiding in the 
mirror?

The fun flaps and shiny mirror will 
encourage babies to interact with the book 
supporting their early development as they 
play.

In total, there are 4 different animals for the 
child to discover: a lion, an owl, a cat and a 
koala.

A book which contains 6 mirrors and 4 
big flaps!

Supports baby’s development, from birth
to 24 months

Fresh, modern illustrations by Michelle 
Carlslund

Simple text with an entertaining
mechanism repeated throughout to 
promote bonding between baby and adult

Hardback • 190 x 190 mm • 10 pages

9791039508001
See the book in action!

https://bit.ly/2TLA5OZ


Michelle Carlslund is a Danish 
poster maker and freelance 
illustrator based in Copenhagen. Her 
work is characterised by her 
illustrative style and soft pastel 
colour palette. Her bold, yet gentle 
illustrations transport readers to a 
world of enchanted forests, friendly 
tigers and proud sailors.

Meet friendly
animals…

…and have fun 
imitating them in 

the mirror!

Michelle Carlslund - Who’s hiding in the mirror? 
From birth £8,99Hardback • 190 x 190 mm • 10 pages



ABOUT THE BOOK

KEY SELLING POINTS

Noisy Noses – Little Lion Lost!

From birth £12,99

A delightful interactive book for the very 
young! The story follows a lion cub looking 
for her parents and features a large, 
friendly nose made of tactile velvet cord that 
pokes through each page. 

Babies and young children will love pressing 
the nose and hearing the sound, and seeing 
the nose on each different animal 
throughout the book. 

High-contrast illustrations featuring black 
and white will help babies' developing eyes 
focus as they enjoy interacting with the soft 
pages and tactile elements!

Interaction with the book helps to 
develop early fine motor skills

High-contract illustrations appeal to 
babies' developing eyes

Attractive, recyclable packaging that
can be hung and displayed easily in 
shops

Cloth book with noisy nose • 180 x 180 mm • 6 pages

9791039504645 

See the book in action!

https://bit.ly/lion-lost-uk


Vanja Kragulj is a Canadian 
illustrator, and graphic designer 
who specializes in illustrations 
for the children’s industry. Her 
work always incorporates a 
strong sense of colour, 
composition and pattern and is 
graphic, yet whimsical in nature. 

Noisy Noses – Little Lion Lost!

From birth £12,99Cloth book with noisy nose • 180 x 180 mm • 6 pages
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Love Being You
by Beth Cox and Natalie Costa, illustrated by Vicky Barker

Pub month

Publisher

ISBN

Format 

Price

Age

Extent 

Binding

Illustrations

Author 

Illustrator

Market 

BIC Codes

October 2021

b small publishing ltd.

978-1-912909-94-0

240x215mm 

£7.99 (no VAT)

6 years and up

32 pages

Paperback

Full colour

Beth Cox & Natalie Costa

Vicky Barker

Worldwide

YXL

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Positive framework for talking 

about mental health

Based on real techniques used 

in primary schools

Co-authored by BBC Bitesize 

Super Tutor, Natalie Costa

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

Authors: Beth Cox is a children’s book 

editor and the co-founder of Inclusive Minds 

working to promote inclusion and diversity 

in publishing. Natalie Costa has over 10 

years’ experience in teaching and education 

and is the founder of POWER THOUGHTS, 

a teaching, coaching and mindfulness based 

service which is aimed at empowering children 

to tap into the power of their minds.

Illustrator: Vicky Barker is b small 

publishing’s art director and a Blue Peter 

Book Award winning illustrator for Real-life 

Mysteries by Susan Martineau.

b small publishing: Small but mighty (yes, 

there’s just two of us!), we love asking curious 

questions and then trying to answer them!

HELP MAKING HAPPY, HEALTHY CHILDREN!

For help learning how to take up space in the world and love 
being themselves, confidence coach Natalie Costa and inclusion 
consultant Beth Cox have created 15 activities based on tried-
and-tested methods. Perfect for children who need a confidence 
boost to see that they are special … inside and out!

Series title: LEVEL HEADERS

ADVANCE INFORMATION CRITICAL LITERACY BOOKS

978-1-911509-97-4 978-1-911509-96-7
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b small publishing:  

Small but mighty (yes, there’s 

just two of us!), we love asking 

curious questions and then trying 

to answer them!

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

Author/Illustrator: Frances is a 

historian passionate about theatre in 

education and a regular contributor to 

Aquila magazine. Grace is an animator 

and illustrator.

978-1-911509-09-7 978-1-911509-10-3978-1-911509-72-1

Critical literacy empowering all readers
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A Greek Adventure
written by Dr Frances Durkin, illustrated by Grace Cooke

Pub month

Publisher

ISBN

Format 

Price

Age

Extent 

Binding

Illustrations

Author 

Illustrator

Market 

BIC Codes

October 2021

b small publishing ltd.

978-1-913918-07-1

229x154mm 

£6.99 (no VAT)

6 years and up

80 pages

Paperback

Full colour

Dr Frances Durkin

Grace Cooke

Worldwide

YFT/2AB/4Y/5AJ 

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Visually engaging way of 

presenting the facts

Author experienced in 

theatre in education and 

available for events

Part of a series with fun, 

loveable characters

STORY ... FACTS ... ACTIVITIES!

When the Histronauts travel back in time to the time of the 
ancient Greeks, they’ll need your help to uncover the secrets of 
the past. Join them on their journey as they visit the Acropolis, 
watch the activities that inspired the Olympic Games and paint 
masks for a thrilling Greek tragedy at the amphitheatre. An 
exciting mix of story, facts and activity, helping the Histronauts 
home in time for tea is the perfect way to bring history to life.

Series title: The Histronauts

ADVANCE INFORMATION NON-FICTION
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b small publishing:  

Small but mighty (yes, there’s 

just two of us!), we love asking 

curious questions and then trying 

to answer them!

Critical literacy empowering all readers

Other titles available in this series:

DINOSAUR PUZZLES
written and illustrated by Vicky Barker and Ste Johnson

Publisher

ISBN

Format 

Price

Age

Extent

Binding

Illustrations

Author 

Illustrator

Market 

BIC Codes

b small publishing ltd.

9781913918057

246x189mm 

£5.99 (no VAT)

6 years and up

48 pages

OCTOBER 2021

Paperback

Full colour

Vicky Barker

Vicky Barker

Worldwide

YBGC

KEY SELLING POINTS:

• Effective activities to boost brain power and memory

• Popular puzzles with answers at the back of the book

• Eye-catching fluorescent inks make for a great gift

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

Author/Illustrator: Vicky Barker is b 

small publishing’s art director as well 

as being the winner of the Blue Peter 

Book Award ‘Best Book with Facts’ 2018. 

Ste Johnson is an illustrator who has 

illustrated for Kingfisher.

EYE-CATCHING, BRAIN-TRAINING BOOKS

This bright, bold and FLUORESCENT activity book will spark a child’s 

creative brain, stretch their maths muscle and nurture a love of logic. 

Perfect for boosting problem-solving skills, creative thinking, critical 

literacy and observation skills too. Packed full of facts, this is much 

more than a simple activity book!

Series title: BRAIN BOOSTERS

ADVANCE INFORMATION ACTIVITY

SPACE   978-1-912909-42-1

NATURE   978-1-912909-41-4

UNDER THE SEA   978-1-913918-05-7
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b small publishing:  

Small but mighty (yes, there’s 

just two of us!), we love asking 

curious questions and then trying 

to answer them!

Critical literacy empowering all readers

UNDER THE SEA PUZZLES
written and illustrated by Vicky Barker and Ste Johnson

Publisher

ISBN

Format 

Price

Age

Extent

Binding

Illustrations

Author 

Illustrator

Market 

BIC Codes

b small publishing ltd.

9781913918040

246x189mm 

£5.99 (no VAT)

6 years and up

48 pages

OCTOBER 2021

Paperback

Full colour

Vicky Barker

Vicky Barker

Worldwide

YBGC

KEY SELLING POINTS:

• Effective activities to boost brain power and memory

• Popular puzzles with answers at the back of the book

• Eye-catching fluorescent inks make for a great gift

WHO’S BEHIND THE BOOK?

Author/Illustrator: Vicky Barker lives in 

West Sussex and is b small publishing’s 

art director as well as being the winner 

of the Blue Peter Book Award ‘Best 

Book with Facts’ 2018. Ste Johnson 

lives in Sheffield and has illustrated for 

Kingfisher.

EYE-CATCHING, BRAIN-TRAINING BOOKS

This bright, bold and FLUORESCENT activity book will spark a child’s 

creative brain, stretch their maths muscle and nurture a love of logic. 

Perfect for boosting problem-solving skills, creative thinking, critical 

literacy and observation skills too. Packed full of facts, this is much 

more than a simple activity book!

Series title: BRAIN BOOSTERS

ADVANCE INFORMATION ACTIVITY

Other titles available in this series:

SPACE   978-1-912909-42-1

NATURE   978-1-912909-41-4

DINOSAUR   978-1-913918-04-0



Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd., 320 City Road, London, EC1V 2NZ UK
T: 020 7138 3650 F: 020 7138 3658 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

BOXER BOOKS Paperback Advance Information
The Art of Storytelling
Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd., 320 City Road, London, EC1V 2NZ UK      T: 020 7138 3650 F: 020 7138 3658 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

www.boxerbooks.com    Boxer® is a registered trademark of Boxer Books Limited

Author/illustrator: Alison Limentani
Publication: 7th October 2021
Major selling points: 
• 4th title in this superbly strong non-fiction
picture book series WILD FACTS AND
AMAZING MATHS

• Explores number and distance

• Limentani’s first picture book was
shortlisted for Cambridgeshire Libraries
“Read it Again” award.
UK retail price:  £6.99
ISBN:   978-1-912757-66-4
BIC code: YBLH
CMBC code: A2M79
Age group: 3-6 years
Binding:  Paperback
Format:  245mm x 245mm
Pages: 32
Production details: Matt lam / spot uv
Rights:  Exclusive World Rights

Another addition to a hugely successful, 
well-reviewed series exploring maths and 
numbers for Foundation Stage / Key Stage 
One children. 

Have you ever wondered just how far animals 
can jump – from the kangaroo and the snow 
leopard to the grasshopper and the frog? 

‘A fab way to combine two fascinating subjects in 
one brilliant exploration of animals and numbers.’
– Read it Daddy

‘…an enlightening information text to build 
curiosity and answer questions about nature and 
numbers.’
– Just Imagine

Author/illustrator information:
Alison Limentani has always been fascinated by wildlife. She 
has a degree in Animal Behaviour and worked as a zookeeper 
before training as a veterinary nurse. She is passionate about 
drawing animals, and sharing her knowledge about them. Her 
first picture book was published to great acclaim, making the 
New York Public Library’s Best Books for Kids list in 2016.

HOW FAR CAN A KANGAROO JUMP?

How Much Does a Ladybird Weigh?
ISBN: 978-1-910126-98-1

‘... this elegant picture book exploration 

of math{s} truly speaks to the intended 

audience.’

Booklist

How Tall was a T.rex?
ISBN: 978-1-912757-00-8

‘... fact-filled and playful ...’

Publishers Weekly

Also published by Boxer® Books:

How Long is a Whale?
ISBN: 978-1-912757-85-5

‘... awe-inspiringly clear ...’

Booklist

NEW INPAPERBACK
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Selected for the
New York Public
Library’s Best Books
for Kids 2016 list.

Also by
Alison Limentani

“. . . awe-inspiringly clear . . . “

Booklist

“. . . fact-fi l led and playful . . . “

Publisher’s Weekly

“. . .powerful inspiration . . . “

Booklist

WILD FACTS AND AMAZING MATHS

AK N £11.99

www.boxerbooks.com

Selected for the New York Public Library’s
Best Books for Kids 2016 list.

“. . . this elegant picture book
exploration of math(s) truly speaks to
the intended audience . . . powerful
inspiration for the world outside.”
Booklist

WILD FACTS AND AMAZING MATH

“. . . awe-inspiringly clear . . . “
Booklist

“. . . fact-fi l led and
playful . . . “
Publishers Weekly

Also by Alison Limentani
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This file is copyright Boxer Books Limited. Duplication, copying, printing production or transmission of any part of this file in any form is strictly forbidden. Boxer® is a trademark of Boxer Books Limited. Contact info@boxerbooks.com

How Fast was a Velociraptor?
ISBN: 978-1-912757-26-8

RELEASED SEPTEMBER 2021
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Author/illustrator: Jane Ray
Publication: 7th October 2021
Major selling points: 
• Jane Ray—nominated for the Hans
Christian Andersen Award 2018
• Exquisitely illustrated folk tale
• Diverse and characterful
UK retail price: £7.99
ISBN: 9781910716625
BIC code: YBCS
CMBC code:  A3M79
Age group: 3-6 years
Binding: Paperback
Format:  273mm x 250mm
Pages: 32
Production details: Matt laminated cover

with spot uv and foil
Rights: Exclusive world rights

Vibrant collage artwork with stunning 
colours, Jane Ray has excelled herself 
by working in a beautiful new style.

Jasmine works hard in her garden, but someone 
is eating all the fruit. Who can it be? 
Little does Jasmine know her curiosity will lead her 
up into the very skies – to a very different type of 
garden in the heavens.

Author / illustrator information: 
Jane was born and brought up in London, 
where she still lives, working from a shed at 
the bottom of the garden. She has been 
illustrating and writing children`s books for 
25 years and has a special interest in folk 
and fairy tales. She is 
married with children 
and grandchildren.

The Elephant’s Garden

New in 

paperback!

‘. . . evocative of 
Matisse, Ray’s 
collages are alive 
in colour, movement, 
and texture. . .’ 

Booklist

‘Vivid collages create 
a sumptuous setting 
for an Indian fable 
of greed and just 
desserts...’
The Wall Street Journal



PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
290 x 210 mm • Paperback • 22 pp
Novelties: Colouring-in, fold-out  
play scene + 30 reusable stickers
Age: 4 to 8 years • Price: £4.99

PUB DATE: 15th September 2021

OTHER TITLES IN  
THE LET’S LOOK SERIES  

Night Sky, Garden Birds, Butterflies, 
Garden Wildlife, Woodland Wildlife, 
Seashore, Wild Flowers, Minibeasts, 

Trees, Ponds & Rivers, Farm

FUTURE TITLES 
Big Cats, Ocean, Wild Animals

CONSULTANT
Dr Thomas E Williamson

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Caz Buckingham and Andrea  

Pinnington have collaborated on over 
50 interactive natural history books for 

children which have sold in their  
thousands all around the world.

. 
SALES & MARKETING

Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd
Tel: 020 7138 3650 Fax: 020 7138 3658
Email: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Travel back 60 million years and beyond and  
enter the mighty world of  the dinosaurs 

• This novelty book is the perfect introduction to these amazing creatures 
and will captivate dinosaur-lovers everywhere  

• Filled with fun facts and first activities including a dinosaur timeline, two 
sticker sheets, a fold-out prehistoric play scene and some colouring in

• Encourages imaginative play and, with the rest of  the series, builds into 
a magnificent first nature library to back up topics learnt at school

• Sturdy card pages mean that the book can be used repeatedly and  
still retain its glossy attractive appearance 

• Features all the family favourites and many more besides.

The best first nature guides for children – complete with stickers and play scenes 
Parents in Touch Online Magazine



PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
290 x 210 mm • Paperback • 22 pp
Novelties: Colouring-in, fold-out  
play scene + 30 reusable stickers
Age: 4 to 8 years • Price: £4.99

PUB DATE: 15th September 2021

OTHER TITLES IN  
THE SERIES  

Dinosaurs, Garden Birds, Butterflies, 
Garden Wildlife, Woodland Wildlife, 
Seashore, Wild Flowers, Minibeasts, 

Ponds & Rivers, Farm, Trees

FUTURE TITLES 
Big Cats, Ocean, Wild Animals

CONSULTANT
Joe Gregory

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Caz Buckingham and Andrea  

Pinnington had a stellar time creating 
this new Let’s Look book. It is their 

second adventure into outer space and 
is unlikely to be their last. 

SALES & MARKETING
Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd

Tel: 020 7138 3650 Fax: 020 7138 3658
Email: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Learn to read the stars and find out about  
our space neighbours with this wonderful 

introduction to the night sky
• What constellations can you spot? Which planets make up our solar 

system? Why does the Moon seem to change shape? Find out the answer 
to these and many other space questions in this first guide to the stars. 

• Perfect for parents who want to foster a love of  science in their children

• Filled with fun facts and first activities including sticker sheets, a fold-
out space scene as well as some out of  this world colouring in

• Encourages imaginative play and, with the rest of  the series, builds into 
a magnificent first nature library to back up topics learnt at school.

The best first nature guides for children – complete with stickers and play scenes 
Parents in Touch Online Magazine



Little Horror
Daniel Peak

Rita Jeffrey is two years old, alone, 
and on the run.

• Hilarious debut by award-winning writer of Horrible Histories,
Not Going Out and Code: 404.

• A cross between Boss Baby and a Lee Child novel - gripping,
laugh-out loud funny and highly original

Summary: 

Rita may be a baby, but she has the mind (and attitude) of 
a teenager. She may be new to walking but she’s as wise-
crackingly clever as anyone in Key Stage 3. She knows she is not 
a normal toddler but when her parents disappear and a sinister 
clown and an ice-cream van seem to be hunting her down, even 
a soft-play centre might not be safe... Imagine The Fugitive – if 
Harrison Ford was two feet tall and wearing Pampers.

It will take all Rita’s cunning and resourcefulness, as well as a 
cat flap, a mobility scooter and a reluctant teenage sidekick, to 
defeat an evil conspiracy and a crazy genius villain.

Daniel Peak lives near Manchester. He 
is a BAFTA, RTS and International Emmy 
Award winning TV scriptwriter. He is one 
of the lead writers on the CBBC show 
Horrible Histories and co-writer of Lee 
Mack’s BBC1 comedy Not Going Out, 
currently the longest-running sitcom 
on British television, with audiences of 
over four million people a week. His new 
police comedy Code: 404, starring Daniel 
Mays and Stephen Graham is Sky’s 
most binge-watched comedy series 
ever and a second series has just been 
commissioned. 

Firefly Press Distribution (Wales): Trade UK representation:  Distribution (UK):
25 Gabalfa Road, Llandaff North The Books Council  Wales  Bounce  Grantham Book Services
Cardiff, CF14 2JJ  + 44 (0)1970 624455 0207 138 3650 44(0)1256302699
www.fireflypress.co.uk sales@books.wales sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk email.orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
@fireflypress / www.facebook.com/
fireflypress@yahoo.co.uk 

Pub date: 30 September 2021
ISBN: 9781913102517
RRP: £6.99
Format: paperback 
Size: 129 x 198mm 
Extent: approx. 192pp
Age group: 9-12
Rights: World

Cover artwork by Seb Burnett



The Song that Sings Us
Nicola Davies

Cover and internal illustration by 
Jackie Morris

When animals speak, humans should listen.

• Call-to-action environmental adventure from world-class storyteller at time 
of global climate emergency

• Stunning foiled hardback with cover, map and internal chapter illustrations 
from award-wining illustrator Jackie Morris.

• Bookseller season highlight.
• High profile publicity campaign inc BA Christmas catalogue, trade 

advertising, innovative POS, Winter Hay Festival, bookshop launch 
appearances and social media campaign.

Superb endorsements, including:
• ‘Fast-paced, daring and timely – powerful storytelling’ Gill Lewis
• ‘Beautiful. Heart-wrenching, gripping, strange and glorious,’ Liz Hyder
• ‘Vivid and original, this is a story for now.’ Helen Scales
• ‘Wild, powerful and passionate.’ Sophie Anderson

Summary: 
Harlon has been raised to protect her younger siblings, twins Ash and Xeno, and 
their outlawed power of communicating with animals. But when the sinister 
Automators attack their mountain home, Xeno is kidnapped and Harlon and Ash 
are separated. In a thrilling and dangerous environmental adventure they must 
all journey alone through ice fields and forests of Rumyc, and over oceans, to try 
to find each other and fulfil a mysterious promise made to their mother.

Nicola Davies trained as a zoologist and 
studied geese, bats and whales in the 
wild before becoming a TV presenter 
and a writer. A former presenter for 
The Really Wild Show, she has written 
more than eighty books for children of 
all ages, which have been translated 
into many languages. She lives in 
Pembrokeshire in west Wales.

Jackie and Nicola have been firm friends 
for many years, both have a passion 
for the wild world and a belief in active 
hope. This is the first time they have 
worked together.

Firefly Press    Distribution (Wales):  Trade UK representation:  Distribution (UK):
D20, Cardiff Metropolitan University The Books Council Wales  Bounce    Grantham Book Services
Cyncoed Rd, Cardiff, CF23 6XD  + 44 (0)1970 624455   0207 138 3650   44(0) 1476 541000
www.fireflypress.co.uk   sales@books.wales  sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk email.orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk 
@fireflypress / www.facebook.com/      
hello@fireflypress.co.uk 

Pub date: 14 October 2021
ISBN: 9781913102777
RRP: £14.99
Format: hardback
Size: 216 x 135 mm
Extent: 432pp
Age: 12+
Rights: UK and Commonwealth

Jackie Morris is an award-winning writer and 
illustrator, living and working in Wales. She’s 
illustrated many books and written some, 
including The Seal Children ( winner of Tir 
na N’og children’s book prize) and The Lost 
Words with Robert Macfarlane (winner of Kate 
Greenaway Medal). She also received the Hay 
Medal for lllustration for The Lost Words. She 
has said of The Song that Sings Us:
‘The feel of an absolute modern classic about 
it. A song of active hope in a dark world’



The Wanderer
Josie Williams

A heartrending love story that crosses 
between life and the afterlife

• Bestselling author of The Boy Who Sneaks in My Bedroom
Window (over 280,000 copies sold)

• For girls age 14+ with crossover appeal
• Will appeal to fans of the City of Ghosts, Twilight and The Old

Kingdom Series
• Author appearances at YA/romance festivals and events

including YALC

Summary: 

For those who enjoy teenage romances and all things spooky, 
The Wanderer is a moving and compelling YA romance. Fifteen-
year-old Maggie is in foster care following the death of her 
mother and her grandmother’s slip into dementia. When Ryder 
saves her life, she can’t help but fall in love with him. The only 
problem is that he has been dead for five years…

Unsentimental, passionate and immensely moving, The 
Wanderer recalls films like Ghost while also dealing with key 
issues around first love and growing up.

Josie Williams is the pseudonym of 
bestselling author Kirsty Moseley, whose 
New Adult romances have sold over 
860,000 copies in English, and whose 
first novel, the YA romance The Boy Who 
Sneaks in My Bedroom Window, was 
an international bestseller translated 
into many languages. Josie has a large 
and loyal YA fanbase and will promote 
heavily. She lives in Great Yarmouth, 
Norfolk.

Firefly Press  Distribution (Wales): Trade UK representation:  Distribution (UK):
D20, Cardiff Metropolitan University The Books Council  Wales  Bounce  Grantham Book Services
Cyncoed Rd, Cardiff, CF23 6XD Helena O’Sullivan  0207 138 3650 44(0)1476 541000
www.fireflypress.co.uk  + 44 (0)1970 624455 sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk email.orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk 
@fireflypress / www.facebook.com/ sales@books.wales
hello@fireflypress.co.uk 

Pub date 7 October 2021
ISBN 9781913102661
RRP:  £7.99
Format: paperback
Size: 198mm x 129mm
Extent: 352pp
Age Group: YA
Rights: UK&BC ex Can

Why We Love It:
‘Fully original, and yet also an age-old romance 
and growing-up story. The ending – no spoilers – 
moved some of the Firefly team to tears.’
Rebecca Lloyd, editor



THE PLANET  
IN A PICKLE JAR 

Martin Stanev

When two kids visit Grandma’s house for their usual 
visit, they can’t help but think she’s stuffy and no fun 
at all. Even the dinner she makes is predictable. But 
when Grandma goes missing and wild animals start 
popping up around the house, they realise she has a 
secret... 

A gorgeously illustrated picture book about not judging 
people based on appearances, and the how families 
can work together to help save the planet, author/
illustrator Martin Stanev's debut book will make a 
beautiful, and fun, addition to any child’s bookshelf.

Hardback | 32pp | 270 x 230mm 
ISBN: 9781838740184 | £12.99

OCTOBER



N  O  B  R  O  W   L  T  D
T   I   T   L   E    I   N   F   O   R   M   A   T   I   O   N

F  L  Y  I  N  G     E  Y  E     B  O  O  K  S

Publication date Friday, October 01,
2021

Price £12.99
ISBN-13 9781838740184

CBMC A3M79
Age 0-5 years
Subject Fiction
Type Picture Book
Character Non-character
Tie In Non Tie-in

Binding Hardback
Format 270 x 230 mm
Extent 32 pages
Word Count
Territoria l R ights Worldwide

Nobrow Ltd.

The Planet in a Pickle Jar
Martin Stanev

Description
When two kids visit Grandma’s house for their usual visit, they can’t help but
think she’s stuffy and no fun at all. Even the dinner she makes is predictable.
But when Grandma goes missing and wild animals start popping up around the
house, they realise she has a secret...

A gorgeously illustrated picture book about not judging people based on appearances, and
the how families can work together to help save the planet, author/illustrator Martin
Stanev's debut book will make a beautiful, and fun, addition to any child’s bookshelf.

Sales Points
Debut from promising new talent Martin Stanev.
An unsentimental but ultimately powerful depiction of the grandparent-grandchild
relationship and the importance of heritage and family bonds. An ideal grandchild gift.
A fun take on environmentalism, making the subjects of conservation and biodiversity
intriguing and magical.

Author Biography
Martin Stanev is recent graduate from Falmouth University, where he gained a First
C lass Degree in Illustration. Inspired by his Eastern European roots, he strives to create
fascinating and meaningful stories through children’s illustration and strong narratives.
This is Martin’s first book.

Advertising & Promotions
Advance review copies available to booksellers, national press and media
National print and online/social media campaign including videos and animations
Promotion via www.flyingeyebooks.com

Sales Office:   27 Westgate Street, London, E8 3RL, UNITED KINGDOM Orders to: 





LEO AND THE  
GORGON’S CURSE 

Joe Todd-Stanton

Buried amongst the treasures in Professor 
Brownstone's vaults lies a humble collection of books. 
Filled with legendary stories from his ancestors, they 
tell of fearless fighters and unlikely heroes. Venturing 
into Greek mythology, this is the fourth title in the 
Brownstone's Mythical Collection. 

Full of dangerous challenges, cunning monsters and 
godly heroes, this title is sure to be a hit with fans of 
the series and anyone interested in the fascinating 
tales of Greek 
mythology.

Paperback | 72pp | 190 x 260mm 
ISBN: 9781838740368 | £8.99 

OCTOBER



N  O  B  R  O  W   L  T  D
T   I   T   L   E    I   N   F   O   R   M   A   T   I   O   N

F  L  Y  I  N  G     E  Y  E     B  O  O  K  S

Publication date Friday, October 01,
2021

Price £8.99
ISBN-13 9781838740399

CBMC B3M79
Age 5-7 years
Subject Fiction
Type Picture Book
Character Non-character
Tie In Non Tie-in

Binding Paperback
Format 260 x 190 mm
Extent 56 pages
Word Count
Series Brownstone's

Mythical Collection
Territoria l R ights Worldwide

Previous Titles
The Secret of Black Rock
Arthur and the Golden Rope
Marcy and the Riddle of the Sphinx
Kai and the Monkey King

Nobrow Ltd.

Leo and the Gorgon's Curse
Joe Todd-Stanton

Description
Buried amongst the treasures in Professor Brownstone's vaults lies a humble
collection of books. Filled with legendary stories from his ancestors, they tell
of fearless fighters and unlikely heroes. Venturing into Greek mythology, this
is the fourth title in the Brownstone's Mythical Collection.

Full of dangerous challenges, cunning monsters and godly heroes, this title is sure to be a
hit with fans of the series and anyone interested in the fascinating tales of Greek
mythology.

Sales Points
Set in ancient Greece and touching on Greek Mythology, this book will appeal to any
child interested in this topic – which also features in the UK curriculum
The fourth in the widely acclaimed Brownstone’s Mythical Collection series, which
Dreamworks have signed film rights to
Joe Todd-Stanton is an award-winning author and illustrator

Author Biography
Joe Todd-Stanton grew up in Brighton, England, and was taught to draw by his mother,
who is also an illustrator. He studied at UWE Bristol, receiving a first class degree in
Illustration. Todd-Stanton has been commissioned to work for clients such as Oxford
University Press, Usborne Publishing, and Aquila magazine. His work has been highly
praised and his book The Secret of Black Rock was longlisted for The CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal 2018 and won a 2018 Waterstones Children's Book Prize.

Advertising & Promotions
Advance review copies available to booksellers, national press & media
National print and online campaign
Promotion via www.flyingeyebooks.com

Sales Office:   27 Westgate Street, London, E8 3RL, UNITED KINGDOM Orders to: 



Years of research and exploring 
eventually led me to this temple in Athens 
containing a hidden shrine to the Greek 

heroes of old. Inside, I discovered all  
the proof I needed to finally confirm  

that the legend was real. 

Now along with the names Achilles, 
Hercules, Odysseus and Theseus,  

we can add a new one … Leo. 

This is the story of Leo, the Brownstone 
who became a Greek hero.



BANDOOLA: THE GREAT  
ELEPHANT RESCUE 

William Grill
In this moving tale based on a true story, award-
winning William Grill's stunning illustrations show the 
majesty of Myanmar's forests and mountains, the 
backdrop to a heart-warming tale about empathy 
between humans and animals, and the strength that 
can arise from working together when the world is full 
of danger. 

When a world war comes to Myanmar (Burma), one 
special elephant becomes a hero. As people are 
forced to leave their home in the Burmese jungle, 
Bandoola, his keeper and war veteran James Howard 
Williams (Aka Elephant Bill), undertake a journey that 
will test their courage, taking trust, understanding and 
bravery to the very limit. Together, they lead a group of 
53 elephants and over 200 refugees to safety, scaling 
6000! mountains as they trek from Myanmar to 
northern India.

Hardback | 80pp | 305 x 245mm 
ISBN: 9781838740238 | £15.99

OCTOBER



William Grill is a London based illustrator whose main 
interest lies in narrative illustration and publishing. He 
draws most of his inspiration from the natural world, 
and enjoys working in coloured pencils and relief 
printmaking. His first book, the best-selling Shackleton’s 
Journey won the 2015 Kate Greenaway award and has 
been translated into over 14 languages. As well as 
running art clubs, William has given workshops at The 
Design Museum, Southbank Centre, schools and 
universities.



N  O  B  R  O  W              L  T  D
T   I   T   L   E           I   N   F   O   R   M   A   T   I   O   N

F  L  Y  I  N  G     E  Y  E     B  O  O  K  S

Publication date Friday, October 01,
2021

Price £15.99
ISBN-13 9781838740238

CBMC C5M79
Age 7-9 years
Subject Non-fiction
Type Picture Book
Character Non-character
Tie In Non Tie-in

Binding Hardback
Format 305 x 245 mm
Extent 80 pages
Word Count
Territoria l R ights Worldwide

Previous Titles
Shackleton's Journey
The Wolves of Currumpaw

Nobrow Ltd.

Bandoola: The Great Elephant Rescue
William Grill

Keynote
When a world war comes to Myanmar (Burma), one special elephant becomes a hero. As
people are forced to leave their home in the Burmese jungle, Bandoola, his keeper and
war veteran James Howard Williams (Aka Elephant Bill), undertake a journey that will test
their courage, taking trust, understanding and bravery to the very limit. Together, they
lead a group of 53 elephants and over 200 refugees to safety, scaling 6000ft mountains
as they trek from Myanmar to northern India.

Description
When a world war comes to Myanmar (Burma), one special elephant becomes a
hero. As people are forced to leave their home in the Burmese jungle,
Bandoola, his keeper and war veteran James Howard Williams (Aka Elephant
Bill), undertake a journey that will test their courage, taking trust,
understanding and bravery to the very limit. Together, they lead a group of 53
elephants and over 200 refugees to safety, scaling 6000ft mountains as they
trek from Myanmar to northern India.

In this moving tale based on a true story, award-winning William Grill's stunning
illustrations show the majesty of Myanmar's forests and mountains, the backdrop to a
heart-warming tale about empathy between humans and animals, and the strength that
can arise from working together when the world is full of danger.

Sales Points
The much-anticipated third title from William Grill, winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal
for Shackleton’s Journey and the Bologna Ragazzi award for The Wolves of Currumpaw
The touching true story of a profound relationship between J.H. Williams and a
remarkable elephant called Bandoola, who led a team of heroic logging elephants and
refugees on a Hannibal-esque journey from war-torn Myanmar to safety in India. This
epic story reminds us of the enduring bond between humans and animals and why we
must protect them.
A beautifully illustrated and produced hardback book, with a cloth spine, ideal both as a
gift and in the classroom

Author Biography
William Grill is a London based illustrator whose main interest lies in narrative
illustration and publishing. He draws most of his inspiration from the natural world, and
enjoys working in coloured pencils and relief printmaking; his first book, the best-selling
Shackleton’s Journey won the 2015 Kate Greenaway award and has been translated into
over 14 languages. As well as running art clubs, William has given workshops at The
Design Museum, Southbank Centre, schools and universities.

Advertising & Promotions
Advance review copies available to booksellers, national press & media
National print and online campaign
Promotion via www.flyingeyebooks.com

Sales Office:   27 Westgate Street, London, E8 3RL, UNITED KINGDOM Orders to:   







THESE GREAT ATHENIANS 
Valentine Carter

Carter’s fierce debut gives voice to the mostly 
forgo!en and maligned female characters of Homer’s 
epic The Odyssey. It is a celebratory ode to those 
who survive within and outside of gender norms. 

Faithful Penelope waits for her husband’s return as she 
weaves a shroud that foretells her doom, Scylla once a 
beautiful nymph turned monster prowls the seas 
hungry for flesh, while the witch Circe falls for a man 
who will leave her. Weaving together their stories and 
poetic voices, this subtly moving and playful verse 
novel questions how do those without a voice find 
freedom within the world of men?

Hardback | 200pp | 216 x 135mm 
ISBN: 9781914343001 | £14.99 

OCTOBER



Valentine Carter grew up in a small village, escaped to 
the capital and now lives by the sea. They recently 
completed an MA in creative writing at Birkbeck, 
University of London, where they are now studying for 
a PhD. Valentine has short fiction published by The 
Fiction Pool, Bandit Fiction, In Yer Ear and The 
Mechanics’ Institute Review: Issue 15 and Issue 16, and 
poetry published by Perverse and Visual Verse.



N  O  B  R  O  W   L  T  D
T   I   T   L   E    I   N   F   O   R   M   A   T   I   O   N

I  M  P  R  I  N  T  2  7

Publication date Thursday, October
07, 2021

Price £14.99
ISBN-13 9781914343001

Binding Hardback
Format 216 x 135 mm
Extent 200 pages
Word Count 25000 words
Territoria l R ights Worldwide

Author living in Hove

Publishing History
This is the first publication of this title.

Previous Titles
This is the author's debut.

Nobrow Ltd.

These Great Athenians
Retold Passages for Seldom Heard Voices
Valentine Carter

Keynote
Carter’s fierce debut gives voice to the mostly forgotten and maligned female characters
of Homer’s epic The Odyssey. It is a celebratory ode to those who survive within and
outside of gender norms.

Description
Faithful Penelope waits for her husband’s return as she weaves a shroud that foretells her
doom, Scylla once a beautiful nymph turned monster prowls the seas hungry for flesh,
while the witch C irce falls for a man who will leave her. Weaving together their stories and
poetic voices, this subtly moving and playful verse novel questions how do those without a
voice find freedom within the world of men?

Sales Points
A distinctive, lyrical and creative verse novella filled with the sounds of powerful,
sorrowful and beautiful women and gender non-conforming voices.
Will appeal to readers of Madeline Miller's Circe and Pat Barker's The Silence of the
Girls.

Author Biography
Valentine Carter grew up in a small village, escaped to the capital and now lives by the
sea. They recently completed an MA in creative writing at Birkbeck, University of London,
where they are now studying for a PhD. Valentine has short fiction published by The
Fiction Pool, Bandit Fiction, In Yer Ear and The Mechanics’ Institute Review:Issue 15 and
Issue 16, and poetry published by Perverse and Visual Verse.

Advertising & Promotions
Promotion via website www.imprint27.com and social media @imprint_27
Sales copies available to bookshops to generate interest
Review copies to literary blogs, sites and national press & media

Sales Office:   27 Westgate Street, London, E8 3RL, UNITED KINGDOM Orders to: 



RICE & PEAS  
AND FISH & CHIPS  
Pauline Campbell Part memoir, part commentary, this book reflects on race 

and racism, identity and belonging, set against the 
historical, political and social climate of twentieth-century 
Britain to the present day, along with a personal exploration 
of what it means to be British as a first-generation 
immigrant child of Caribbean parents. 

Pauline Campbell was brought up on Rice and Peas and Fish 
and Chips a!er her parents crossed thousands of miles, 
leaving the warm shores of the Caribbean, to se"le in 
Britain. In this book Pauline will take the reader on a journey 
into where her generation has been. A generation of people 
who at their birth had no idea that the subsequent political 
events that were taking place throughout their young and 
adult lives would lead to a tsunami of inequality. It would 
have a rippling effect on not just them, but the generations 
that followed, as they along with other immigrants would 
become pawns in a horrifying game used to secure votes for 
Labour, Conservatives and rightwing groups. They would be 
denied the very equality any human should have regardless 
of the colour of their skin.Hardback | 200pp | 216 x 135mm 

ISBN: 9781914343018 | £14.99 

OCTOBER



Pauline Campbell grew up in north and east London to Jamaican 
parents. As a child she loved to read, and dreamed of becoming a lawyer, 
but when she was told at the age of 15 that she was not ‘A’ level material. 
She scraped a few qualifications together to secure various office jobs. 
But in her early thirties, she began to gain a sense of belief in herself. 
Taking on a law degree which led to her qualifying as a lawyer at the age 
of 41. She worked in a senior legal position for Hackney Borough for over 
14 years and currently works for Waltham Forest. In 2016, heading a team 
of Lawyers, she won Litigation Team of the Year at the Lawyers in Local 
Government Awards. Pauline also works as a Supervising Lawyer on The 
Windrush Justice Clinic, in which she works with final year law students 
within Westminster University, providing free legal advice and preparing 
Windrush Compensation claims for victims of the Windrush scandal. 
Pauline has wri"en on race and Identity, including her short story "Rice 
and Peas and Fish and Chips' which was published in the London 
Reader in spring 2020 online and in print. This is her first full length non-
fiction novel.



N  O  B  R  O  W   L  T  D
T   I   T   L   E    I   N   F   O   R   M   A   T   I   O   N

I  M  P  R  I  N  T  2  7

Publication date Thursday, October
07, 2021

Price £14.99
ISBN-13 9781914343018

Binding Hardback
Format 216 x 135 mm
Extent 200 pages
Word Count 45000 words
Territoria l R ights Worldwide

Author born in London
Author living in London

Publishing History
This is the first publication of this title.

Previous Titles
This is the author's debut.

Nobrow Ltd.

Rice and Peas and Fish and Chips
Pauline Campbell

Keynote
Part memoir, part commentary, this book reflects on race and racism, identity and
belonging, set against the historical, political and social climate of twentieth-century
Britain to the present day, along with a personal exploration of what it means to be British
as a first-generation immigrant child of Caribbean parents.

Description
Pauline Campbell was brought up on Rice and Peas and Fish and Chips after her parents
crossed thousands of miles, leaving the warm shores of the Caribbean, to settle in Britain.
In this book Pauline will take the reader on a journey into where her generation has been.
A generation of people who at their birth had no idea that the subsequent political events
that were taking place throughout their young and adult lives would lead to a tsunami of
inequality. It would have a rippling effect on not just them, but the generations that
followed, as they along with other immigrants would become pawns in a horrifying game
used to secure votes for Labour, Conservatives and rightwing groups. They would be
denied the very equality any human should have regardless of the colour of their skin.

Sales Points
Highly personal, yet highly relatable this is a story that many will relate to as the
author uncovers modern Britain's racist past across politics, education and law.
A personalised account of race, identity, belonging, aspiration and family set against
the backdrop of historical context and political themes.
An engaging, authentic,and accessible writing style, will appeal to general readers from
a wide section of first andsecond-generation Jamaicans (and other African-Caribbean
countries).
It will appeal to or readers of works such as Gilroy’s ‘Aint no Black…’, as well as more
recent titles such as TheGood Immigrant; Afua Hirsch’s Brit(ish)or Akala’s Natives:
Race and Class inthe Ruins of Empire, and the personalised accounts of peoplelike Lee
Lawrence (The Louder I Will Sing).

Author Biography
Pauline grew up in north and east London to Jamaican parents. As a child she loved to
read, and dreamed of becoming a lawyer, but when she was told at the age of 15 that she
was not ‘A’ level material. She scraped a few qualifications together to secure various
office jobs. But in her early thirties, she began to gain a sense of belief in herself. Taking
on a law degree which led to her qualifying as a lawyer at the age of 41. She worked in a
senior legal position for Hackney Borough for over 14 years and currently works for
Waltham Forest. In 2016, heading a team of Lawyers, she won Litigation Team of the Year
at the Lawyers in Local Government Awards. Pauline also works as a Supervising Lawyer
on The Windrush Justice C linic, in which she works with final year law students within
Westminster University, providing free legal advice and preparing Windrush
Compensation claims for victims of the Windrush scandal. Pauline has written on race and
Identity, including her short story "Rice and Peas and Fish and Chips' which was published
in the London Reader in spring 2020 online and in print. This is her first full length non-
fiction novel.

Advertising & Promotions
Promotion via website www.imprint27.com and social media @imprint_27
Sales copies available to bookshops to generate interest
Review copies to literary blogs, sites and national press & media

Sales Office:   27 Westgate Street, London, E8 3RL, UNITED KINGDOM Orders to: 



Inside the Suitcase
Author: Clotilde Perrin 
Illustrator: Clotilde Perrin

A magical lift-the-flaps adventure—part puzzle, part 
fairy tale—where the boy’s suitcase full of tricks and 
treasures is the key to getting him home

ABOUT THE BOOK 

Away behind the hills you’ll find a charming little house. Who’s inside? 
Knock knock... A boy packing his suitcase. Lift the flaps to see what he takes, 
and travel with him over oceans and mountains, under water and into the 
forest. 

With every step on this voyage of obstacles the boy faces a decision that will 
lead to a new adventure and help him get home. Delve deeper into each page 
and, whatever you do, don’t take your eyes off the suitcase!

SALES POINTS

• The reader’s attention is put to the test with puzzles and mystery—open
the suitcase, dive into a lake, unfold the treasure

• A fairy tale full of twists and turns by the mischievous Clotilde Perrin,
author of international lift-the-flaps bestseller Inside the Villains

• Reminiscent of an Alice in Wonderland adventure

• 35 flaps lead deeper into each page—flaps inside flaps!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Clotilde Perrin is an illustrator and author living in Strasbourg, France. A 
graduate of the prestigious School of Decorative Arts in Strasbourg, she has 
published over 30 books and is known for her intricate interactive lift-the-
flaps books including the international bestseller Inside the Villains.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Inside the Villains by Clotilde Perrin  978-1-776571-98-7
The House of Madame M by Clotilde Perrin  978-1-776572-74-8

TITLE INFORMATION 

Released October 2021 

Ages 4–7

Format hardback

Size 250 x 235 mm

Extent 20 pp, 35 flaps 

Illustrations colour

ISBN 978-1-776573-43-1

RRP GBP 16.99

Origin France

BIC  YBGP; YBC

BISAC JUV012040; JUV037000; 
JUV051000; JUV020000

THEMA children’s picture books

Sales & Marketing
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Distribution
orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Publicity
laurasmythecontact@gmail.com

WHY I CHOSE THIS BOOK

 “Inside the Suitcase is part quest 
and part fable, with unexpected 
flaps that pique our curiosity to 
find what’s inside—inside the 
house, the suitcase, the cake…”
Julia Marshall, Publisher

THEMES & KEYWORDS 
fairytale; adventure story; lift the flap; 
interactive books; French children’s illus-
trator; French children’s book

ISBN 978-1-776573-43-1

Click here for an illustrated Q&A 
with the author

Click here to see spreads from the 
book.

https://geckopress.com/inside-the-suitcase-qa-with-clotilde-perrin/
https://geckopress.com/inside-the-suitcase-qa-with-clotilde-perrin/
https://geckopress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Inside-the-Suitcase-spreads.pdf  
https://geckopress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Inside-the-Suitcase-spreads.pdf  


No One Is Angry Today
Author: Toon Tellegen 
Illustrator: Marc Boutavant

A wry and thought-provoking illustrated storybook in 
which the forest animals explore an often misunderstood 
emotion

ABOUT THE BOOK 

In ten thoughtful, philosophical, absurd tales by master storyteller Toon 
Tellegen, the forest animals—from squirrel to scarab beetle—spend their days as 
friends do, with birthday parties, writing letters, visiting, dancing, or sometimes 
all alone. Each day brings emotions that are always worth exploring, although 
not always easy, and each story reveals new layers through the expressive, 
touching and funny illustrations of Marc Boutavant. 

This wry and nuanced illustrated storybook gently shows that anger, in all its 
shapes and sizes, is a natural, necessary and often misunderstood emotion.

SALES POINTS

• Philosophical read-aloud for families and classrooms

• Opens discussion about difficult emotions without moralising

• Toon Tellegen is one of the Netherland’s greatest writers

• Marc Boutavant is a leading illustrator with an international following

ABOUT THE AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Toon Tellegen was born in the Netherlands in 1943. He was a doctor before 
starting to write for children in the early 1980s. His books are now considered 
classics of Dutch children’s literature.

Marc Boutavant is a graphic artist, illustrator and comic strip author who has 
illustrated numerous books for children. He was born in 1970 and lives in Paris.

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Day No One Was Angry by Tellegen and Boutavant 978-1-927271-57-5

TITLE INFORMATION 

Released October 2021 
Ages 5–9

Format hardback

Size 270 x 190 mm

Extent 74 pp 

Illustrations colour

ISBN 978-1-776573-45-5

RRP GBP  12.99

Origin Netherlands and France 

BIC  YBCS; YFP

BISAC JUV039050; JUV002000; 
JUV039060

THEMA picture storybooks

Sales & Marketing 
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Distribution 
orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Publicity 
laurasmythecontact@gmail.com

WHY I CHOSE THIS BOOK

 “Toon Tellegen’s writing is wise, 
understanding, forgiving and 
very very gentle—he is one of 
the world’s great writers for 
children”
Julia Marshall, Publisher THEMES & KEYWORDS 

junior fiction; illustrated story book; early 
reader; managing anger; managing emotion; 
animal stories; books in translation; Dutch 
children’s writer; French illustrator

ISBN 978-1-776573-45-5

Click here to see spreads from the 
book.

https://geckopress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/No-One-Is-Angry-Today-spreads.pdf
https://geckopress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/No-One-Is-Angry-Today-spreads.pdf


Magic Water Colouring: Splish and Splash - Under the Sea

978-1-80105-142-2

Copyright © 2021 Imagine That Group Ltd

Magical pictures you can colour again and again! 

Create colourful under-the-sea pictures with Magic Water Colouring. Simply paint with water, 
leave to dry, then paint your pictures again! 

This book includes lots of Magic Water Colouring pictures to paint with water, amazing ocean 
facts and more pictures to colour with pencils or crayons.

About the author:
Rachael McLean lives on the east coast of Australia, with one of the world’s most beautiful 
beaches as her backyard. Rachael is inspired by bright colours and all things whimsical, she 
loves to draw with clean shapes and bold colours, infused with subtle textures to create 
playful designs. 

Key Selling Points:
• Pictures to paint again and again - just add water!

• Includes a paintbrush so children can colour with ease.

• The ring-bound folder case is a best-selling book format, from the popular ‘Scratch and

Sketch’ series.

Woof and Meow Baby Animals
978-1-78958-905-4 

March 2021

Moo and Baa Farm 
978-1-80105-141-5
September 2021

Orders to
Grantham Book Services, 
Trent Rd, Grantham, 
Lincolnshire, 
NG31 7XQ
T: 01476 541080
F: 01476 541061
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Sales & marketing by
Bounce Sales and Marketing, 
320 City Road, London, 
EC1V 2NZ, UK
T: 020 7138 3650
E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Pub date: October 2021

RRP: £7.99

Format: Hardback

Age: 3-5

Extent:  32pp

Dimensions: 216mm x 175mm

Cover finishes: Full colour, gloss

BIC code: YBGC

CBMC code:  B2L79

Other titles in the series:

www.imaginethat.com

Look inside!



Magic Water Colouring: Moo and Baa - Farm

ISBN: 978-1-80105-141-5

Copyright © 2021 Imagine That Group Ltd

Magical pictures you can colour again and again! 

Create colourful farm pictures with Magic Water Colouring. Simply paint with water, leave to 
dry, then paint your pictures again!

This book includes lots of Magic Water Colouring pictures to paint with water, fun farm 
animal facts and more pictures to colour with pencils or crayons.

You can use the blank pages at the back to draw, colour and create your own farm animal 
pictures too.

About the illustrator:
Rachael is an illustrator living in a lovely coastal town in Australia. Her designs can be
found worldwide on pretty products, wall art, greetings cards and books. Rachael’s playful
illustrations are bright, colourful and fun!

Key Selling Points:
• Pictures to paint again and again - just add water!

• Includes a paintbrush so children can colour with ease.

• The ring-bound folder case is a best-selling book format, from the popular ‘Scratch and

Sketch’ series.

• A multi-award winning and growing series!

Orders to
Grantham Book Services, 
Trent Rd, Grantham, 
Lincolnshire, 
NG31 7XQ
T: 01476 541080
F: 01476 541061
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Sales & marketing by
Bounce Sales and Marketing, 
320 City Road, London, 
EC1V 2NZ, UK
T: 020 7138 3650
E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Pub date: October 2021 
RRP: £7.99
Format: Hardback with concealed 
wirobound
Age: 3-7
Extent:  32pp and 12 magic 
colouring sheets
Dimensions: 216mm x 178mm 
Cover inishes: Full colour
BIC code: YBGC
CBMC code: B2L79

Other titles in the series:

www.imaginethat.com

Look inside!

978-1-78958-075-4 978-1-78958-905-4 978-1-80105-142-2 978-1-78700-962-2 978-1-78700-960-8

978-1-78958-114-0 978-1-80105-138-5 978-1-78700-958-5



Squish Squash Squeak: Ho! Ho! No, Santa!

ISBN: 978-1-80105-101-9

Copyright © 2021 Imagine That Group Ltd

A funny rhyming storybook full of festive squeaky, squashy fun! 

Designed to appeal to inquisitive young fingers, squish and squeak Santa as you read the 
funny rhyming story about Santa trying to help the elves on a busy Christmas Eve! With a 
novelty Santa character made from squishable silicone material with a squeaker hidden 
inside, you can squeak, squish, and smile as you read!

Perfect for interactive play, for shared reading, or for reading alone, these squeaky, 
touchable board books are full of squeaky fun!

About the illustrator:
Since graduating from art school, Carrie has worked as a graphic designer, illustrator and 
art editor for the past 18 years. Carrie is passionate about children’s book illustration and 
is continually inspired by her daily contact with the artists whom she commissions. She has 
also written her own books for the very young.

About the author:
Bobbie is a children’s book author and editor from London, who writes fun and interactive 
books for children of all ages. Bobbie loves writing books that explain how things work or 
books that are packed full of interesting facts.

Key Selling Points:
• Novelty board book with a silicone character that squeaks when pressed.

• Featuring a squeaky silicone character secured to the last page of the book.

• Perfect stocking-filler gift - a first novelty storybook for children age 0+.

• Funny rhyming text and humorous illustrations for read aloud fun!

Orders to
Grantham Book Services, 
Trent Rd, Grantham, 
Lincolnshire, 
NG31 7XQ
T: 01476 541080
F: 01476 541061
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Sales & marketing by
Bounce Sales and Marketing, 
320 City Road, London, 
EC1V 2NZ, UK
T: 020 7138 3650
E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Pub date: October 2021
RRP: £7.99
Format: Casebound board book
Age: 0-5
Extent:  10pp with 1 squeaky 
silicone character and die-cut hole 
on cover and inside pages
Dimensions: 210mm x 176mm
Cover finishes: Matt lamination 
and spot UV on cover
BIC code: YBGT3
CBMC code: A2J79

www.imaginethat.com

Look inside!



EMPRESS & ANIYA
Candice Carty-Williams

PUBLICATION    7TH OCTOBER 2021
AGE RANGE:     13+
PRICE:        £7.99
FORMAT:       PAPERBACK
SIZE:         120 X 175 MM 
EXTENT:       144 PAGES 
ISBN: ISBN:         9781913311100
TERRITORY:     WORLD
BISAC CAT:      YOUNG ADULT FICTION
BIC CODE:       YF; YFN; YFS; YFB

The first YA novel from the bestselling author of 
QUEENIE.

When EmpWhen Empress starts at Aniya’s school, they’re not 
exactly best friends. But, when the two teenage 
girls accidentally cast a spell on their 16th birthday 
and end up switching bodies, they quickly learn 
that friendship is the most important magic of all. 
South London’s answer to ‘Freaky Friday’, Empress 
& Aniya is a moving portrayal of the importance of 
rereal friendship and the ups and downs of being a 
teenager.

Candice Carty-Williams is a writer and author of the 
Sunday Times bestselling Queenie. Queenie has 
been described as 'vital', 'disarmingly honest', and 
'boldly political', and has been shortlisted for the 
Waterstones, Foyles and Goodreads Book of 2019, 
as well as selected as the Blackwell’s Debut of the 
Year and British Book Awards Book of the Year. In 
2016, Candi2016, Candice created and launched the Guardian 
and 4th Estate BAME Short Story Prize, the first 
inclusive initiative of its kind in book publishing. 

KEY SELLING POINTS MARKETING AND SALES
>  Written to be accessible to readers aged 13+

>  Candice's cra at pulling on the heartstrings of her 
readers has been beautifully brought to the YA space

>  Starring two relatable protagonists, each from 
different backgrounds, who encapsulate all the 
challenges of growing up

>  Supported by a creative and impactful marketing 
campaign 

>  For teenage readers and for fans of QUEENIE; 
appealing to a crossover readership

>  Will be accompanied by school events getting the 
book directly into the hands of the target readers



Little Island Books – Advance Information
Wulfie:Wulfie Saves the Planet

Bby Lindsay J Sedgwick; illustrated by Rosa Devine

Ages 
6-9

Irish orders: Conor Hackett  T: +353 (0)86 851 8501 E: mail@hackettflynn.com
UK orders: Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd, London T: 020 7138 3650 f 020 7138 3658 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk 

Publisher contact: Little Island Books T: +353 85 2283 060 E: info@littleisland.ie

About Lindsay J Sedgwick
Lindsay is an award-winning 
screenwriter who has written for 
film, TV, games and apps. She is 
the creator of the ground-breaking
series Punky, the first mainstream
animation series worldwide in 
which the central character has 
special needs (Down’s Syndrome). 
Two series later, it has won multiple awards and is 
available in over 100 countries with circa 5 million 
hits on YouTube.

Praise for Wulfie: Stage Fright
‘With just the right amount of mischief and lots of laughs 
Wulfie: Stage Fright is sure to delight young readers and 
have them cheering for an encore!’ – The Book Activist

‘A wonderful new series for emerging and independent 
readers.’ – RTÉjr

Third installment of a sweet and funny series 
about a girl and her wolfish best friend

Summary
Libby has a difficult school project on raising 
awareness about the environment. Libby has no 
ideas … but Wulfie does! Wulfie grows very big, 
puts on his red cape and Veronika’s eye mask and 
becomes a superhero! Wulfie is certain he can save 
the planet. But Wulfie’s superhero efforts don’t 
quite go to plan. Can Libby create a winning school 
project while protecting the planet and her best 
friend?  

7 October 2021
£5.99 
978-1912417780 
YFB, YFQ 
JUV000000; 
JUV002250 
Paperback
B format
176 pp

 Pub date: 
 Price: 
ISBN: 
Thema: 
 BISAC: 

Binding: 
Format: 
Extent: 

Praise for Wulfie: Beast in Show
‘You never know what will happen next, but you’ll be 
longing for a friend like Wulfie. Incredibly entertaining, 
funny, warm and fabulous.’ – Fallen Star Stories

‘Another fun, action-packed drama.'  – Red Reading Hub



Little Island Books – Advance Information
Wildlord

By Philip Womack

Pub date: 
Price:  
ISBN: 
Thema:  
Binding: 
Format: 
Extent:  

7 October 2021
£7.99
978-1912417971 
YFH
Paperback
B-format
232 pages

Ages 
12-15

Irish orders: Conor Hackett  T: +353 (0)86 851 8501 E: mail@hackettflynn.com
UK orders: Bounce Sales & Marketing Ltd, London T: 020 7138 3650 f 020 7138 3658 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk 

Publisher contact: Little Island Books T: +353 85 2283 060 E: info@littleisland.ie

About the Author
Philip Womack is a British author and journalist. His 
writing has appeared in The Daily Telegraph, The 
Times, The Literary Review and The TLS. His books 
for children and teens include fantasy trilogy The 
Darkening Path and The Arrow of Apollo. The non-
fiction How to Teach Classics to Your Dog was 
published in 2020. 

Praise for Philip Womack
‘Philip Womack is a writer of huge talent’ Daily 
Telegraph (for The Other Book)
‘Womack is not simply writing for children; he is, 
like many of the best children's writers, remembering 
how it felt to be a child’ TLS (for The Other Book)
‘A magical story full of powerful images and 
unexpected consequences’ Julia Eccleshare (for The 
Broken King)
‘Superbly written and totally gripping’ Literary 
Review (for The Broken King)
‘Womack’s blend of action and philosophising will 
ensure a big following.’ Sunday Telegraph (for The 
Liberators

A gripping, moving teen fantasy about young 
love, dark mystery and magic

Summary
One summer morning 16-year-old orphan Tom 
Swinton receives a strange message from his uncle 
James, calling him to visit his Suffolk farm.
Tom quickly realises something is menacing 
Mundham farm: but does it come from outside, or 
from within? Tom discovers old diaries written by a 
local rector’s daughter, which describe her meetings 
with Rohenga, a member of a supernatural race known 
as the Samdhiya.
When Tom meets one of the Samdhiya, he begins to 
uncover the secrets of Mundham Farm. The pressure 
mounts, and Tom finds his loyalties under threat. On 
the one hand he is offered infinite power; on the other, 
freedom. Which will he choose? 
Tom must now face up to his parents’ deaths, and 
expose the truth about his uncle, and his relationship 
with the Samdhiya. Who are these extraordinary 
creatures, and what has his uncle kept hidden for so 
long?

Sales Points
 Gripping, thoughtful fantasy from an established 

author
 Strong world-building and storytelling, will appeal 

to fans of teen fantasy and magic



ADVANCE INFORMATION October 2021 OLD BARN BOOKS LTD

Author: Lisa Fuller
Availability: 21 October 2021
Age guide: 14+

About the author

Lisa Fuller is a Wuilli Wuilli woman from Queensland,
Australia, and is also descended from Gooreng
Gooreng and Wakka Wakka peoples. Ghost Bird was
an Honour Book in the Australian Book of the Year
Awards and Winner, Readings Young Adult Book Prize
and Queensland Literary Awards, YA, amongst many
other awards. Lisa has previously published poetry,
blogs and short fiction and is passionate about
culturally appropriate writing and publishing.

Format: Paperback
Size: 128 x 198 mm
Extent: 288 pp
BIC Code: YFCB
BISAC: JUV069000
Thema: YFD
ISBN: 9781910646809
Imprint: Old Barn Books

www.oldbarnbooks.com

UK and export sales by Bounce Sales and marketing: 320 City Road, LONDON EC1V 2NZ Tel: +44207 138 3650 email: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
Orders to Grantham Book Services: Trent Road, GRANTHAM, Lincolnshire, NG31 7XQ Tel: +441476 541080
Old Barn Books Ltd, Warren Barn, Bedham Road, FITTLEWORTH, West Sussex, RH20 1JW Tel.: +44 1798 865010

Ghost Bird About Ghost Bird
A thrilling, mul  award-winning, from an
indigenous Australian author, drawing on
ancient mythology and folk wisdom.
Stacey and Laney are twins and mirror
images of each other but as different as the
sun and the moon. Stacey wants to go
places, do things and be someone different
while Laney just wants to skip school and
sneak out of the house to meet her
boyfriend Troy. When Laney doesn’t come
home one night, the town assumes she’s just
doing her normal run-off but Stacey’s gut
tells her different.
Stacey knows her twin isn’t dead – she just
doesn’t know where she is; she can see her
in her dreams but doesn’t know if she is real
or imagined. Holding onto the words her
Nan taught her is one thing but listening to
those around you is another – who will
Stacey trust? As the town starts to believe
that Laney is missing for good, can she find
her twin in time?
‘Part coming-of-age story, part “Romeo and
Juliet” romance, part specula ve fic on,
part Aboriginal spiritual revela on, part
mystery – this is a story that is mature on
many levels.’ ReadPlus



You Can!
Alexandra Strick, illustrated by Steve Antony

"A joyous ode to inclusion, realised in the most delightful, uplifting way."- Cerrie Burnell

YOU CAN...be brave, challenge yourself, overcome your fears, be kind, be brilliant...be YOU!

Come on an amazing journey with 14 children as they grow from birth to 18 years old, learning new skills, exploring new worlds, 
stand up for their own and others' rights - and following their dreams. Created with real children, who sent messages of 
empathy, reassurance and hope, You Can! will inspire young people of all ages to be empowered and believe in 
themselves. 

This is a ground-breaking book from author and co-founder of Inclusive Minds, Alexandra Strick, with an astonishing, visual 
narrative by international picture book star, Steve Antony.

Encourages, inspires and empowers children to look at the future with hope and purpose
Diversity and inclusivity are top priorities
Alexandra Strick is a high-profile champion of inclusivity and diversity in children's books
Fabulous colour illustrations by world-renowned illustrator Steve Antony
Inclusive Minds' Inclusion Ambassadors will feature in endnote, and will promote the book

Author Information

Alexandra Strick has a lifelong passion for ensuring children and young people have their views, experiences and voices really 
listened to. She is co-author of Max the Champion (with Sean Stockdale, illustrated by Ros Asquith) and has consulted on many 
other inclusive and accessible books. She is one a founder of Outside In World, which promotes books from around the world 
(particularly children’s books in translation) and consultant to BookTrust, managing their Bookmark website. As co-founder of 
Inclusive Minds, she is particularly proud to have set up a network of Inclusion Ambassadors. Alexandra lives in Surrey. Steve 
Anthony's award winning picture books, including The Queen’s Hat, Please Mr Panda and Amazing! have sold over a 
million copies worldwide and been translated into 19 languages. As an LBGTQ+ illustrator he is dedicated to including 
diverse and inclusive characters in his books. Steve lives in Swindon, Wiltshire. Inclusive Minds' Inclusion 
Ambassadors are a network of young people (and some parents, teachers and youth workers) who share a real 
interest in seeing better representation of one or more facets of diversity. These are individuals (generally aged 
between 8 and 30) with important first-hand knowledge of particular facets of diversity and a genuine interest in 
sharing their expertise and experience to the benefit of children’s books.

07 October 2021
9781913074609

£12.99
Hardback

265 x 260 mm, 40 pages
Colour illustrations

Interest age: From 5 years
BICs: YBC 

RIGHTS: WORLD

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders: Grantham Book Services Trent Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Otter-Barry Books
Tel.: 07976 047767 E: sales@otterbarrybooks.com

mailto:sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
mailto:orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
mailto:sales@otterbarrybooks.com


help yourself to be happy,

know it’s OK to be sad or angry,

talk about how you feel.

You Can...



find your own way,

You Can...
refuse to be put in a box,

be determined to reach your goals,

support each other,

love and be loved.



Big Green Crocodile
Rhymes to Say and Play

Jane Newberry, illustrated by Carolina Rabei
"Rhymes that make you want to clap your hands and laugh out loud." - Michael Morpurgo

A great big green crocodile lay down for a nap.

I lay down beside him until he went...SNAP!

Sixteen exuberant action rhymes for young children and babies, with 'Let's play' guidance and joyful illustrations. 

"Whether your children are babies, soon to start reading at school, or somewhere in between, this is for you...a delightful 
sharing experience for both children and adults." - Red Reading Hub
"A truly MUST-HAVE for anyone spending time with young children." - Achuka
A fun activity rhyme book with actions or responses for every rhyme
Clear instructions to the parent/carer for how to act out the rhyme with the child
Children will love the opportunity to play and explore rhythm with a grown-up

Author Information

Jane Newberry’s unique insight into very little children began as a puppeteer at children’s parties, where she discovered what 
makes children laugh. For over 25 years Jane taught Early Years Music to various groups.  She wrote and illustrated three song 
books, A Sackful of Songs, A Sackful of Christmas and Hey, What’s in the Sack? before moving on to gather the many play-
rhymes used in groups over the years. Married to Pat and living in Cornwall, Jane has four children and two 
grandchildren. She is currently writing grown-up poetry but always finds time to work with children and parents at 
Rhyme-Time sessions in the local community library.

Carolina Rabei gained a BA in Graphic Design in Moldova and a distinction in Children’s Book Illustration at the Cambridge 
School of Art. Her artwork is a unique mix of traditional and digital techniques. Her first picture book, Snow (Faber), was published 
to critical acclaim and was nominated for the Kate Greenaway Medal. Carolina is the illustrator of Binky's Time to Fly (Otter-Barry 
Books, 2019). She lives in Cambridge.

21 October 2021
9781913074531

£7.99
Paperback

275 x 240 mm, 32 pages
Colour illustrations

Interest age: From 1 years
BICs: YBC 

RIGHTS: WORLD

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders: Grantham Book Services Trent Road, Grantham, Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Otter-Barry Books
Tel.: 07976 047767 E: sales@otterbarrybooks.com

mailto:sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
mailto:orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
mailto:sales@otterbarrybooks.com




Having graduated in 

illustration, Sally’s playful 

artwork features on clothing 

and cards for brands such 

as the BBC, Fatface and 

ArthurCox animation. 

Having spent her whole life in 

Wales, Jane is married with 

three sons, two grandsons 

and two spoilt cats. She loves 

to be outdoors, watching the 

wonderful world of nature. 

MARNEY’S PUMPKIN MIX-UP

ADVANCED INFORMATION SHEET

ISBN:978-1-913339-23-4
Picture Book 

Size: 245 x 245 mm 
 Extent: 32pp   

Publication: 05.10.21
RRP: £7.99Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd

Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
Orders:  Grantham Book Services  

Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

• Talks to young readers about patience,
teamwork and listening skills.

• Humourous illustrations, building on the
charm of the debut title.

• Grows awareness of albino hedgehogs.

A second ‘Silly Squirrel Story’ that shows Marney 
the headstrong squirrel, with his gung-ho attitude

refusing to listen or work a team, resulting in 
another embarrassing mix-up!

As Marney starts to find food for the coming winter, he spots the 
most enormous pumpkin in a bush on the far side of the park. 

Not wanting to waste any time gathering nuts with the other squirrels, 
or listening to warnings from Riley the hedgehog, Marney’s plan for 

a pumpkin-seed-feast soon falls apart when the stripy orange 
pumpkin isn’t exactly what it appears to be . . .



ARTWORK PREVIEW
Chandos Business Centre,  

87 Warwick Street, Leamington 
Spa,Warwickshire, CV32 4RJ

sam@owletpress.com
@owletpress on socials

ISBN:978-1-913339-23-4
Picture Book 

Size: 245 x 245 mm 
 Extent: 32pp   

Publication: 05.10.21
Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk



Harry is an award-winning 
illustrator, shortlisted for the 
V&A Illustration Awards 2019 and 
the Folio Society Book Illustration 
Competition 2018 and 2019. 
Their debut ‘Grandad’s Camper’ 
publishes May21, (Andersen Press).

A passionate writer, with 20 years 
experience as a public servant, 
Katie studied English Language, 
Linguistics and went on to complete 
 a Master’s in Public Health, 
specialising in the wellbeing 
ofchildren and young people.

G wloLittle
ADVANCED INFORMATION SHEET

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

• Inclusive title centred around introverted
character and a non-binary child.

• Authentic own-voiced team of creators
(mum of dual-heritage children and non-binary artist)

• Teaches about religious and cultural festivals
including Diwali, Hannukah, Ramadan and Chinese
New Year, showcased further in the endpapers.

• Also features fire safety back matter.
• Accompanied by learning resources on festivals

and fire safety.

A rhyming celebration of hope, told through the 
eyes of an introverted lead character, observing 

the inspiring ways an inclusive community 
celebrates light through the year.

ISBN:978-1-913339-24-1
Hardback  - Picture Book 

Size: 245 x 245 mm | Extent: 32pp
Publication: 14.10.21 | RRP £12.99

ISBN:978-1-913339-33-3 | 
Paperback Publication: 14.10.21 

RRP £7.99



ARTWORK PREVIEW
Chandos Business Centre,  

87 Warwick Street, Leamington 
Spa,Warwickshire, CV32 4RJ

sam@owletpress.com
@owletpress on socials

Sales & Marketing: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd
Tel.: 020 7138 3650 E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

Orders:  Grantham Book Services  
Tel.: 01476 54108 E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk



Lion! I spy with my little eye,  
something beginning with M…

Moose! I spy with my little eye,  
something beginning with N…

Narwhal! I spy with my little eye,  
something beginning with O…

I spy with my little eye,  
something beginning with P…Orangutan!

I spy with my little eye,  
something beginning with Q…Panda!

Eye Spy AnimalZ
by Patrick George

Title:  Eye Spy AnimalZ
ISBN 10:  1908473177
ISBN 13:  9781908473172
BIC code: YBG
Author/illustrator:  Patrick  George
Dimensions:  64pp, including 28 diecuts,  
 280 x 227mm, portrait, hardback
Age:  3+
Published: 30 October 2021

Synopsis
Once again, Patrick George takes classic elements and gives them 
a visual twist. This is a book which combines a game of ‘I spy’ with 
animals, using fun peep-through pages, and the alphabet. Bright 
colours, clear lettering and a clever use of die-cuts makes this a 
great combination of learning, reading and visual discovery.

RRP: £12.99 (VAT zero-rated) 

Key sales points
• Bold, friendly and appealing illustrations with interactive elements
•Clear fonts and lettering to facilitate reading and writing
• The perfect gift book and fun learning tool

Sales and representation
Bounce Sales and Marketing. Tel: +44 (0)2071 383 650
Email: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk/www.bouncemarketing.co.uk

Distribution
Grantham Book Services (GBS Ltd). Tel: +44 (0)1476 541080
Email: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk/www.granthambookservices.co.uk

WATCH PREVIEW:
https://youtu.be/61sdIjjC0oQ



 

The story of Santa is re-imagined in a contemporary and hilarious way that will charm both 
children and adults  

Little Santa loves, loves, loves the North Pole. The rest of his family? Not so much. So, when they decide to 
move to Florida, Santa is miserable. Lucky for him, a blizzard foils their plans. The only way out of the house 
is up the chimney. Up goes Santa, to look for help, and along the way, he meets a reindeer and a large group 
of elves, who are more than eager to join in the rescue. (And you know the rest of the story!) 

Title Little Santa 
Author Jon Agee 
Publication 7 October 2021 
Age 3-6
Price £12.99
Format Hardback
Size 298 x 241mm
Extent 40pp
ISBN 978-1-912650-78-1
Territory World ex USA, Can
BIC Code YFQ, YFJ, YXL, 5HC, YBCS
CBMC Code A3M79 

Key Selling Points 
• Perfect to read to pre-schoolers -- big pictures, few words, and a compelling story 
• Seeing Santa as a child allows children to project themselves into the story and get engaged 
• Award winning author with more than 2 million copies in print worldwide.  Little Santa got 5

starred reviews in the USA, an ALA Notable and a Booklist ‘Editor’s Choice’ sold 82,000 in USA.
• "Crisp storytelling, bold lines, and expert page turns make the book ideal for group sharing—and 

kids will be asking for it all year round."—Horn Book, starred review 

Sales and Marketing 
• Jon appeared at the YLG conference 2020. He is writing a blog for

National Share a Story Month (FCBG) in May.
• Jon is Books for Keeps Authorgraph for March.
• Previous titles have been adopted into programmes such as Reading

Gladiators and Hooked into Books, and longlisted for the UKLA Award
• Christmas cards: packs of 10 available with order

Little Santa 
By Jon Agee 

Sales: Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd, 320 City Road, London EC1V 2NZ T: 020  138 3650     sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk     www.bouncemarketing.co.uk 
Distribution: Grantham Book Services (GBS) Tel: 44 (0 )1476 541 080   orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk 

Jon Agee attended The Cooper Union School of Art in New York City. A full-time author, he lives with his wife in San Francisco. 
Jon is the author/illustrator of many acclaimed books for children, which between them have won an Irma Black Honor, a 
Boston Globe-Horn Book Honor, New York Times Ten Best Illustrated Books, ALA Notable Book, and much more. 
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In the classic story by the Brothers Grimm, a 
young man called Hans exchanges his hard-
earned piece of gold for one object after another, 
in a series of increasingly unprofitable trades... 
until he is left with nothing. Is Hans just a naive 
young man duped by wily strangers looking to 
make a profit, or is he wise beyond his years, 
searching for something greater than monetary 
value?

Spanish artist Maguma reinterprets this classic 
tale of greed and need for a contemporary 
reader, creating two parallel visual narratives—
one set in times past and the other rooted in a 
dystopian present. The fates of Hans and those 
he encounters abound with possibilities and 
calamities. As possessions and fortunes are 
rapidly exchanged, who wins and who loses? And 
what exactly does winning and losing entail?

BROTHERS GRIMM
ILLUSTRATED BY MAGUMA 

TEXT BY GITA WOLF  
AND DIVYA VIJAYAKUMAR

LUCKY / HAPPY

HANS

Lucky/Happy Hans
Adapted from the story Hans in Luck by the Brothers Grimm

Copyright © 2021 Tara Books Pvt. Ltd.
For the frame text: Gita Wolf 
For the caption text: Divya Vijayakumar
For the concept and illustrations: Maguma

Design: Sanjana Vamadevan
Production: C. Arumugam

Printed in India by Canara Traders and Printers, Pvt. Ltd.
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• A radical retelling of a classic Brothers Grimm tale,
which transforms a familiar    tale of exchange into an
ironic tale of human need, greed and choice

• Comprises two distinctive and interconnected visual
narratives, set in two times that unfold across accordion-
folded pages

• Speaks to our present, defined by consumer-driven
lifestyles, gadgets and commercial manipulation

• Gorgeously illustrated in two styles, one that recalls
the timeless yet sinister world of fairy tales, and another
that captures the breathless yet regulated energy of a
technology-driven present.

• A follow up to the incisive God of Money,
also illustrated by Maguma

Hans, the simpleton, continually exchanges his 
meagre possessions until he has nothing to give 
away. Is that a good fate or a bad one? Spanish 
artist Maguma re-interprets this tale of greed and 
need for our times through two parallel visual 
narratives, one set in times past and the other 
in the present. Yet this is no simple linear tale-
telling. Both past and present appear tinged with 
avarice and contentment, evil and innocence.

maguma is the pseudonym for Spanish artist 
Marcos Guardiola Martín, who is based in Madrid 
and works for a growing number of publications, 
including dailies, weeklies and political journals 
across Europe and Latin America. Trained as an 
architect in Madrid, Maguma brings to his work 
a sense of space and surface that is unique. 
Inspired by artists such as Moebius and Milano 
Manara, as well as the style of old adult Spanish 
comics, Maguma has developed a style that’s 
bright, tactile and surreal—and which combines 
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the qualities of pastel and gouache with the 
precision of screen-printed drawings. Maguma 
strives to give the work a tactile quality that 
invites the viewer to touch and feel his art.

brothers jacob ludwig carl grimm and 
wilhelm karl grimm were born in 1785 and 
1786, respectively, near Frankfurt. They were 
known for their collections of folk tales, collected 
from oral and written sources, and for their work 
in linguistics. In their attempt to preserve the 
Germanic literary tradition, they collected stories 
from the countryside, and rewrote and published 
them as Grimms’ Fairy Tales.

**Click here to see inside**

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFI0cJNcz0c


Waterlife
The long awaited successor to the bestselling Night Life of Trees, Waterlife is 
silk-screen printed by hand on handmade paper.

Waterlife features Mithila art, a vibrant and delicate form of folk painting 
from Bihar in eastern India. The artist Rambharos Jha grew up on the banks 
of the legendary river Ganga, and developed a fascination for water and 
water life. In this book he creates an unusual artist's journal, adapting the 
motifs of the Mithila style to express his own vision. He frames his art with a 
playful text that evokes both childhood memory and folk legend.

Pub date: 01/09/2021  
**NEW LIMITED EDITION**
RRP: £35.00 
Format: HB
ISBN: 9789380340135



INDIVIDUAL CARDS 
RETAIL PACKS OF 10 CARDS

Subject: Art  
All ages
EAN: 0753807518420  
(The Night Life of Trees 2X 5 designs)

EAN: 0753807518390  
(Waterlife 2X 5 designs)

EAN: 0726670463685  
(Fluke Cards all individual designs)

Price: U.K. £ 25
Size:  125 mm X 180 mm (Night Life & Fluke cards)
          105 X 180 (Waterlife)
No:  10 cards per pack,
Colour: Multiple colours; silkscreen-printed 
on handmade paper

The Night Life of Trees cards are 
rendered in the intricate Gond tribal 
art style from central India.  These 
beautiful handmade cards are 
silkscreen-printed on black handmade 
paper.

Waterlife cards contain creatures of the 
water rendered in the brilliant Mithila 
style of folk painting, eastern India.

Fluke cards are one-off cards created 
from trail sheets and misprints 
gathered from the floor of our screen-
printing workshop.

HIGHLIGHTS / MARKETING 
POINTS

These handmade cards are 
silkscreen-printed on handmade 
paper
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BEAR AND HER BOOK 
FRANCES TOSDEVIN & SOPHIA O’CONNOR 

THE BOOK 

“The world is big and there’s much to see, 

And a bear must go where he wants to be.  

And a bear as curious as me— longs to gaze at the 

starlit sea!” 

A book-loving bear sets off to see the world. She 

takes one special thing—her Bear’s Big Book of Be-

ing Wise. But when she meets different creatures—

each needing her help—she discovers that books 

aren’t just brilliant at fixing problems—they can also 

help you make new friends.  And if you’re lucky, 

books can take you to a very special place indeed…  

 

 

 

 

THE AUTHOR 

Frances has always loved reading children’s books 

and is delighted to be writing them as well! She 

studied Archaeology, Anthropology and Classics at 

the University of Cambridge, and has worked in jour-

nalism and as a teacher of English as a Second Lan-

guage.  Her interests  include children’s literature, 

theatre and plants.  

THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Sophia O’Connor is an illustrator based in Cornwall 

creating hand drawn illustrations. 

 

Her portfolio spans narrative, decorative and              

reportage illustration. The materials she work with 

are predominantly pen & ink as well as other mixed            

media, combining intricate mark making with looser 

tonal brush strokes.  
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Praise for Gracie Fairshaw and the Mysterious Guest: 

'A delightfully engaging mystery.’ Katherine Woodfine 

‘A magical rollercoaster of a ride.’ Marie Basting 

‘Satisfyingly sprinkled with clues to sniff out, this is a  
timeless, accessible and well-paced mystery with bags of 
atmosphere.’ Booktrust 

THE BOOK

The stage is set for a thrilling mystery! 

Gracie Fairshaw is delighted to get a sneak preview of the 
Children’s Ballet’s Christmas spectacular. But when the 
curtain rises, things go horribly wrong for the young   
dancers.   

Accidents, pranks and a poison pen letter make Gracie 
wonder if someone is trying to spoil the show.  

Can Gracie and her friends stop the saboteur before their 

final act?  

THE AUTHOR 

Susan is a Lancashire lass who loves writing middle grade 
historical fiction. Her first book, Gracie Fairshaw and the 
Mysterious Guest published in June 2020. 

She has worked as a journalist, sub editor and in educa-
tion roles at historical houses, a farm, a mill, a zoo and a 
former priory. Susan was awarded the Margaret Carey 
scholarship in 2015. 

Twitter: @suebmuseum 
Website: susanbrownrigg.com 

GRACIE FAIRSHAW AND THE TROUBLE AT THE TOWER 
SUSAN BROWNRIGG 
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Subject: YFD 

CBMC Code: E3N79 

Extent: 292 pages 

Dimensions: 198 x 129 mm 

Rights: World 

THE BOOK 

A psychological horror that will grip you from the first 

page, and haunt you long after you’ve finished the last. 

Nobody believes Lindy when she says she doesn’t pull 

her out on purpose. Nobody believes Lindy when she 

says she hears voices in the night. Nobody believes Lindy 

when she says her dead ancestors are haunting her 

dreams. Nobody believes Lindy … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE AUTHOR 

SAM POPE is awriter, editor, teacher and children’s librari

an based in Oxford. She was shortlisted by Trapeze Books 

and the single parent charity, Gingerbread, for their 

debut author competition in 2017.  

Sam has also been shortlisted for two national short-

story awards and won the Theatre Cloud’s 

“Tell a Tale” short-story competition, based on their 

theatre production of Dickens’s A Tale of Two Cities. The 

Haunting of Lindy Pennyworth is Sam's first YA novel, and 

was inspired by her love of Victorian and Gothic 

Literature, particularly the works of M.R. James, Mary 

Shelley, Shirley Jackson and Charles Dickens. 

As well as publishing The Haunting of Lindy 

Pennyworth this year, her short story, One-way Window 

will appear in Otranto House’s short-story 

collection Tales of the Supernatural.  

THE HAUNTING OF LINDY PENNYWORTH 
SAM POPE 
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THE BOOK 

The long awaited sequel to The Harm Tree. 

Exiled from a broken land, two friends try to escape the 
darkness they left behind them. 

Together again, Torny and Ebba reach Vellsberg, an out-
post of the Southern Empire, hoping for a safe haven. 
Instead, they find families driven by ambition, a strange 
young woman who doesn’t seem to belong, and the 
bloody consequences of the Empire’s attempt to control 
the north. 

When Vellsberg is attacked, Torny and Ebba entrust 
themselves to Aisulu, a lone rider from beyond the east-
ern edges of the Southern Empire. Betrayed and pur-
sued, they flee through a land succumbing to a strange 
plague. Invisible flames afflict the penitent, and whispers 
of a new Martyr and his False Disciple follow at their 
heels. 

Unwilling to face the things they’ve done to survive, 

Torny and Ebba find themselves torn apart again. 

After all, what hope is there, when once you have been 

monstrous? What peace can there be, when you have 

betrayed your own? 

THE AUTHOR 

Rose Edwards writes young adult and literary fiction and has 
been writing since she was nine. She studied   Literature and 
Philosophy at the University of York before completing a Mas-
ters in Chinese studies at SOAS. After working as an English 
teacher, she learned how  important a good book can be. 

She left teaching to study Creative Writing at the University of 
Oxford, graduating with Distinction. She is inspired by lives 
that go against the grain and encapsulate periods of change, 
and she is dedicated to representing girl heroes whose lives, 
backgrounds and motivations are complex and varied. 

Rose lives in Luxembourg but makes many trips over to the 

UK. 

 

THE EMBER DAYS 
ROSE EDWARDS 
Praise for The Harm Tree: “A country on the brink of war, and two best friends turned enemies in a world where 

nothing is as it seems, Edwards has created a rich, compelling epic that will leave even the most hungry fantasy 

reader sated.” Melinda Salisbury 



Britannica's 150 First Words
Claire E. Laties-Davis MS, CCC-SLP, Kasia Dudziuk
Give toddlers the gift of language with words and short phrases to say all day long from the experts at Britannica.

Get toddlers talking all day long with a colourful board book of first words and phrases created by the experts at Britannica. This 
engaging large-format board book encourages toddlers’ language learning through the repetition of simple words and phrases 
for everyday objects and activities.

Take a trip around the world by following nine babies through their daily routines. Under speech-language pathologist Claire 
Davis’s sure hand, dressing, mealtime, playtime, bath time, and more become opportunities for babies to learn new words and 
phrases. Each illustrated spread also includes photographs of babies and everyday objects drawn into the art—creating a 
search-and-find on every page to allow more time for parents and babies to connect.

Author and speech-language pathologist Claire Davis uses tried-and-true, authoritative language based on the principles 
of child development. In a brief introduction, Davis coaches parents and other caregivers in her proven methods for 
getting babies talking.
Features nine babies of different ethnic backgrounds and settings from around the world.
Each spread includes photographs of babies and everyday objects alongside illustrated scenes showing them in 
action—creating a search-and-find on every page to allow more time for parents and babies to connect.

Author Information
Claire E. Laties-Davis MS, CCC-SLP is a speech-language pathologist who works with toddlers and their parents on early 
speech development. Claire lives in Providence, RI, with her husband and usually an exchange student or two. She has five 
grown children.

Kasia Dudziuk is a children’s illustrator and designer based in London, England. She graduated with an Illustration degree from 
Falmouth University of Arts and also studied at the Sorbonne University in Paris. 

07 October 2021
9781913750336

£8.99
Board book

280 x 280 mm, 24 pages
Colour illustrations

BICs: YBCB    
RIGHTS: ROW
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Britannica First Big Book of 
Why
Why can't penguins fly? Why do we brush our teeth? Why does popcorn pop? The 
ultimate book of answers for kids who need to know WHY!

Sally Symes, Stephanie Drimmer, Kate Slater
The definitive and lavishly illustrated question and answer book from Britannica, with answers to more than 100 
questions that kids really want to know.

Britannica offers authoritative, clear and fascinating answers to more than 100 questions that span space, earth, wild 
animals, pets, bugs, machines, the body and food
A huge and lavishly illustrated book with more than 200 illustrations, including specially commissioned artworks by Kate 
Slater and stunning photography
Pages feature 'Wacky Facts' and 'Who Knows?', where a spotlight is shone on the mysteries that scientists are still trying 
to solve

Author Information

Sally Symes worked for many years as a designer of children's books before turning her skills to writing them. Her collaborations 
with Nick Sharratt have won several awards, including The Educational Writers' Award for Gooey, Chewy, Rumble, Plop, and 
The Southampton Favourite Book to Share Award for Something Beginning with Blue. She works from a shed in Sussex, UK, 
accompanied by her grumpy cat.

 Stephanie Drimmer writes books, magazine features, and online pieces for kids. She is a regular contributor to the Scholastic 
magazines SuperScience and Science World. Her column for National Geographic Kids magazine, Destination Space, follows a 
future astronaut as she visits the most bizarre places in the universe. Her work has also appeared in Muse, Popular Science
and Popular Mechanics magazines, and in videos for TED-ed. She lives in Los Angeles, California, USA.

 Kate Slater grew up on a beautiful farm in deepest Staffordshire, and studied illustration at Kingston University. Her children’s 
books include A is for Ant, The Birthday Crown, The Little Red Hen, ABC London, Magpie’s Treasure, Make Your Own Birds of 
Prey and Make Your Own Flying Machines. Alongside work for publishing, editorial and advertising, she has created several 
large-scale installations and window displays.

07 October 2021
9781913750411

£20.00
Hardback

280 x 210 mm, 272 pages
Interest age: From 4 years
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HIPPOPOTAMUS 
Carefully designed to both comfort babies and 
stimulate their brain and sensory development.
Babies love to explore tactile things. 
Detailed embroidery, colourful ribbons, soft velour 
fabrics and flaps with crinkly paper filling add a real 
plus to this soft book.
Eco-friendly: sold in a box, no plastic! 

£ 12.99

Publication OCTOBER 2021

ISBN 9789464224719

Price

Format Soft book

Size 170 x 170 mm

Extent 8 pages

Features Velour, flaps, ribbons and embroidery

Age From birth

BIC code YB
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ELEPHANT 
Carefully designed to both comfort babies and 
stimulate their brain and sensory development.
Babies love to explore tactile things. 
Detailed embroidery, colourful ribbons, soft velour 
fabrics and flaps with crinkly paper filling add a real 
plus to this soft book.
Eco-friendly: sold in a box, no plastic! 

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• Soft velour, colourful ribbons and detailed embroidery
• Hide-and-seek fun with tactile flaps with crinkly paper filling
• Stimulates grasping skills and other fine motor skills

9 789464 224726

ISBN 978-94-6422-472-6

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

Publication OCTOBER 2021

ISBN 9789464224726

Price

Format Soft book

Size 170 x 170 mm

Extent 8 pages

Features Velour, flaps, ribbons and embroidery

Age From birth

BIC code YB
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Publication OCTOBER 2021

ISBN 9789464223866

Price

Format Box with 1 book, 5 blocks 
and 5 fi gures

Size box 155 x 155 x 155 mm

Size book 177 x 177 mm

Extent 10 pages

Features 5 building blocks with die-cut,
5 cardboard animal fi gures

Age 3+

BIC code YB

ISBN: 978-94-6422-386-6

9 789464 223866

Age

Book and 
Building Blocks
Farm

FARM
Build your own farm!
Discover a fun way to learn and develop fi ne motor skills.
This farm box includes a small fi rst words book that will teach 
toddlers to count to fi ve, and recognise animals, shapes and 
colours. The fi ve wonderfully illustrated building blocks with 
their die-cut shapes playfully help children learn and practise 
their motor skills. As a bonus, the fi ve cardboard animals help 
bring your farm to life.

Farm
www.yoyo-books.com

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• For toddlers, the farm is the place to be! Now they can build their own.
• Encourages grasping and stimulates fi ne motor skills and brain development.
• A 3-for-1 special edition: 1 book, 5 building blocks with die-cut, 
 and 5 cardboard animal fi gures.

£ 12.99
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SLEEPY LITTLE BEAR 
Starlight, starbright… one more story and then goodnight!
Each book in this series has an inspiring message.
In this book, Dipper the little bear can’t sleep. He goes 
for a night-time walk with his granny and learns all about 
mothery love and the night sky. 
Toddlers will adore this heartwarming story. 
As a special bonus, little lights brighten up every page.

9 789464 223668

ISBN 978-94-6422-366-8

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Features

Age +2

BIC code YB

Sleep Tight, Starlight
Sleepy Little Bear

As he comes out of the den, something flashes past Dipper.
‘What are those lights?’ he asks, startled.
‘They are just fireflies, my dear.’

‘I can’t sleep, Grandma,’ Dipper says with a yawn.
‘Let’s go for a walk then,’ says Grandma Ursa. ‘That always helps me sleep.’ 

Dipper thinks this is a great idea. He has never been out at night!

As he comes out of the den, something flashes past Dipper.
‘What are those lights?’ he asks, startled.
‘They are just fireflies, my dear.’

‘I can’t sleep, Grandma,’ Dipper says with a yawn.
‘Let’s go for a walk then,’ says Grandma Ursa. ‘That always helps me sleep.’ 

Dipper thinks this is a great idea. He has never been out at night!

Dipper counts them one by one.
He loves learning about the night sky!In the meadow, the two bears lie down to gaze at the stars.

Grandma Ursa points to a whole cluster of bright stars.

Dipper counts them one by one.
He loves learning about the night sky!In the meadow, the two bears lie down to gaze at the stars.

Grandma Ursa points to a whole cluster of bright stars. KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• With 10 lights and a light switch!
• A unique and heartwarming message about life.
• A story to light-up every toddler’s bedtime.

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464223668

£ 12.99

Hardback

210 x 230 mm

24 pages

10 lights (incl. button switch)
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BRAVE LITTLE FISH 
Starlight, starbright… one more story and then goodnight!
Each book in this series has an inspiring message.
In this book, Stella the brave little fish sees her first stars 
and decides to explore the ocean to find more. Yet, what 
she eventually discovers is the light inside herself.
Toddlers will adore this heartwarming story. 
As a special bonus, little lights brighten up every page.

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Features

Age +2

BIC code YB

Sleep Tight, Starlight
Brave Little Fish

‘The moon? No, I haven’t. And over there, is that a moon too?’
the little fish asks, pointing to a small yet dazzling light in the sky. 

‘That’s a star, silly,’ the sleepy pelican mumbles. ‘The sky is full of them!’

At the surface, Stella pops her head out of the water 
to find a big bright ball in the sky. ‘Wow!’ she says, astonished.

‘Huh?’ a sleepy pelican replies. ‘You’ve never seen the moon before?’

Stella swims closer and closer and ends up right in the middle of a party! 
The seahorses are celebrating a birthday: Gallop turns 5 today. Now, that’s old! 

Together they sing ‘Happy Birthday’ and, after Gallop has blown out his candles,
Stella notices another twinkling light in the distance. She is eager to investigate.

9 789464 223699

ISBN 978-94-6422-369-9 KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• With 10 lights and a light switch!
• A unique and heartwarming message about life.
• A story to light-up every toddler’s bedtime.

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464223699

£ 12.99

Hardback

210 x 230 mm

24 pages

10 lights (incl. button switch)

SALES & MARKETING BY
Bounce Sales and Marketing
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KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• A heartwarming story for the holidays
• Timeless illustrations to set the festive scene
• High-quality finish with gold foil

The Joy of Christmas
All I need for Christmas... 

ALL I NEED FOR CHRISTMAS...
ARE MY FRIENDS!
The fairy lights, the garlands, the biscuits... there is 

nothing our little fox friend loves more than Christmas.

This merry tale tells a story of that one special  

thing that’s missing during the holidays for Fox… 

friends to share it with. 

The perfect book for the festive season.All I need fo�
t

All I need for Christmas … are my friends !

...SamsrihC
d

Finally a bright star trails across the sky overhead. 
Fox squeezes his eyes shut.

‘I wish to celebrate Christmas with all my friends this year,’ 
he says out loud.

The next day, Fox finds his friend Squirrel scampe�ing 
up and down t�ees with his cheeks full of nuts.

‘Squir�el, it’s almost Christmastime!’ Fox �eminds his friend.
‘I am too busy collecting nuts to think about that.

I need to get ready for winte�!’ says Squirrel before dashing off.

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Features

Age

BIC code

9 789464 224061

ISBN: 978-94-6422-406-1

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464224061

£ 9.99

Board book

250 x 250 mm 

32 pages

Gold foil

3+

YB
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KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• A funny and interactive Christmas story book
• Rotate Santa’s mouth and beard 360 degrees
• Vibrant colours and festive illustrations

ALSO IN THIS SERIES
PPOOSSTTMMAANN

TTOOUUCCAANN’’SS PPAARRCCEELL

POPOSSTMAN
TMAN TTOO UUCCAANN’’SS PA PARRCECELL Giant

hand 
puppet

My Bedtime Buddies

SCARFFROG’SMR

My Bedtime Buddies

Giant 
hand-

puppet

MR BEAR’S HONEY

Giant
hand-

puppet

My Bedtime Buddies

HHIIPPPPO’S RU
O’S RUMMBLING TU

BLING TUMMMYMY

TTUUmmMMYYHHIIPPPPO’O’SS
MSMS

RRUUMMBBLLIINNGG
My Bedtime Buddies

Giant 
hand 

puppet

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Age

BIC code

DON’T SNEEZE, SANTA! 
When any old story book just doesn’t cut it any more, here is 
Santa, your festive bedtime buddy, to make every goodnight 
a jolly, great night!
It’s Christmas Eve and Santa is delivering his presents, but he 
really has to sneeze! Will his ‘ATCHOO!’ wake Lily and Charlie?
Ho, ho, ho! The attached Santa hand puppet can turn a 
whopping 360 degrees. Bringing some Christmas spirit to 
bedtime has never been easier or more fun.

My Christmas Bedtime Buddies
Don’t Sneeze, Santa!

ISBN: 978-94-6422-401-6

9 789464 224016

SALES & MARKETING BY
Bounce Sales and Marketing

320 City Road, London, EC1V 2NZ, UK
T: 020 7138 3650

E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
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OCTOBER 2021 

9789464224016

£ 12.99

Board Book

268 x 245 mm

10 pages + 360° hand puppet 

3+ years

YB
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MY CLASSIC STORY COLLECTION 
An unforgettable introduction to all-time favourite classic 
stories! Ten grand adventures, specially adapted for young 
readers: Aladdin, Alice in Wonderland, The Jungle Book, 
Around the World in 80 Days, Don Quixote, Moby Dick, 
The Wizard of Oz, The Hunchback of Notre-Dame,  
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Robin Hood.
Rediscover them all, beautifully illustrated and accompanied 
by interesting facts on the story and its author.

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• 10 classic stories specially adapted for young readers
• Beautifully illustrated to create the perfect setting
• Includes interesting facts on each story and its author

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Features

Age

BIC code

My Classic Story Collection

ISBN: 978-94-6422-391-0

9 789464 223910

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464223910

£ 12.99

Hardback

208 x 248 mm 

248 pages

Gold foil on cover 

3+

YB
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AMPHIBIANS
Amphibians live both in the water and on land. 

Some live their entire lives alternately in water and 

on land. Others are born in the water and live as an 

adult on land. In order for that to happen, they have 

to go through major changes from birth to adulthood. 

Many frogs have a long tongue, which is 

useful for catching insects. Their tongue 

is attached at the front of the mouth so 

that the frog can roll it out completely. It is 

coated in a sticky substance that sticks to 

any meal the frog has set its sights on.

Gymnophiona is a third group 

of amphibians. These legless 

animals look a bit like worms.

If you see this golden 

poison frog, be sure to 

steer clear! It is one of the 

deadliest animals on earth.

WHO’S WHO?
How can you tell a frog and a toad apart?

You will recognise a frog by its long, muscular 

hind legs and distinct fins. A toad can be 

distinguished by its rough skin covered with 

warts, while the frog has smooth skin.

GOLDEN 
POISON FROG

Frogs are not the only amphibians; there are salamanders 

too. They breathe through their smooth skin so they can 

survive in water. Some salamander species lay eggs, 

others give birth to live young. Did you know that when 

some salamanders lose a leg, it grows back?

FROG

THE LIFE CYCLE OF A FROG

SALAMANDER

NEWT

AXOLOTL

TOAD

1  
The mummy frog lays 

a slimy clump of eggs 

in the water. This is  

known as frogspawn.

2  

When the larvae hatch, they 

are called tadpoles. They have 

a tail, but no legs yet. They 

breathe underwater using gills.

3 
As a tadpole grows legs and 

a lung, its tail disappears.

4
Once the frog is fully grown, 

it can come ashore.

GYMNOPHIONA

My Journey of Discovery
Animals

www.yoyo-books.com

ANIMALS 
Step inside the animal kingdom for an amazing journey 
of discovery! Meet creatures big and small from 
around the world. Learn all about vertebrates and 
invertebrates, why spiders aren’t insects, the amazing 
life cycle of amphibians and much, much more.  
Open flaps and fold out pages to discover fun facts. 
And to top it off, the biggest land animal of them all 
gets its own giant pop-up! 
Your journey awaits, so let’s get exploring!

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Feature

Age

BIC code

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• Amazing facts and finely detailed illustrations.
• Lots of flaps and fold-out pages.
• One giant, full-page pop-up of an elephant!

ISBN: 978-94-6422-410-8

9 789464 224108

ISBN: 978-94-6422-410-8

9 789464 224108

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464224108

£ 9.99

Hardback

245 x 325 mm

22 pages

Flaps, fold-out pages, 1 giant pop-up 

5+
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My Journey of Discovery
Space
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SPACE 
Step into space for an amazing journey of discovery! 
Discover moons, planets and faraway galaxies. 
Learn all about stars and supernovas, why Pluto isn’t a 
planet, the amazing science behind space travel and 
much, much more. 
Open flaps and fold out pages to discover fun facts. 
And to top it off, the Big Bang that started it all gets its 
own giant pop-up! 
Your journey awaits, so let’s get exploring!

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

ISBN: 978-94-6422-412-2

9 789464 224122

ISBN: 978-94-6422-412-2

9 789464 224122

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Feature

Age

BIC code

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• Amazing facts and finely detailed illustrations.
• Lots of flaps and fold-out pages.
• One giant, full-page pop-up of the Big Bang!

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464224122

£ 9.99

Hardback

245 x 325 mm

22 pages

Flaps, fold-out pages, 1 giant pop-up 

5+
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My Big Book of Answers
Food

www.yoyo-books.com

FOOD
The most fun, fact-fi lled series of fl ap books ever!  
Children are curious by nature, so they will love 
these big books of fun explanation. In this title ‘Food’ 
they’ll enjoy lifting the fl aps to fi nd the answers to
60 fascinating questions, like How do you know when to 
eat?, Can you eat spiders?,  or Why do you have to drink 
a lot of water? Learn all about food one answer at a time!

ISBN: 978-94-6422-407-8

9 789464 224078

ALSO IN THIS SERIES AND:
• Space
• The Earth
• Mini Beasts
• World Atlas
• Water World
• Save the Planet
• Famous people

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Features

Age

BIC code

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• 60 fl aps with questions and detailed answers.
• Richly illustrated scenes and fl aps on food!
• Expands young readers’ general knowledge in a fun way.

But if you eat too much 
sugar, you can get 

abdominal pain, feel 
tired, become overweight 

and above all, eating 
too much sugar causes 

tooth decay.

It converts the carbohydrates 

into glucose and that glucose 

converts in your body in your 

cells into energy. But if you 

eat too many carbohydrates, 

your body stores them as body 

fat, and that is not good 
for you. 

Wholegrain 
products are 

made of grain. 
The grain is ground 

into flour. White 
flour is sifted 

thoroughly 
after grinding. 

Wholegrain 
flour is less sifted 

and therefore 

Fats give your body energy. But if you do not 
use up that energy, your body will store the fats 

as body fat. These are your energy reserves. 
A small supply is good, too large of a supply 

leads to obesity. 

Prot
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. and of 
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But if you eat too much 
sugar, you can get 

abdominal pain, feel 
tired, become overweight 

and above all, eating 
too much sugar causes 

tooth decay.

It converts the carbohydrates 

into glucose and that glucose 

converts in your body in your 

cells into energy. But if you 

eat too many carbohydrates, 

your body stores them as body 

fat, and that is not good 
for you. 

Wholegrain 
products are 

made of grain. 
The grain is ground 

into flour. White 
flour is sifted 

thoroughly 
after grinding. 

Wholegrain 
flour is less sifted 

and therefore 

Fats give your body energy. But if you do not 
use up that energy, your body will store the fats 

as body fat. These are your energy reserves. 
A small supply is good, too large of a supply 

leads to obesity. 

Prot
eins are m

ainly f
ound in meat, 

milk, br
ead

, nuts..
. and of 

cou
rse 

egg
s!

NUTRIENTS

Why is too 
much sugar 
bad for you?

Is there iron 

in your body?

What are 
carbohydrates?

Does food always
contain nutrients?

Why are fruit and vegetables so healthy?

Does your body use all of the food
you

ea
t?

Why do you have to eat 

all the colours of the 

rainbow?

What makes wholegrain products healthy?

W
hy does your body need prot

ein

?

Does your 
body need 

fats?

OCTOBER 2021 

9789464224078

£ 7.99

Board Book

210 x 280 mm 

14 pages

60 fl aps

4+

YB
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Junior Discovery Box
The World
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THE WORLD 
Discover our wonderful world in this must-have title 
for every junior explorer! Each box holds the ultimate 
collection for young know-it-alls:

• Learn all about the world with the fact-filled
Amazing Junior Atlas.

• Quizzes, games and stickers... test your newly acquired
knowledge in the super fun activity sticker book.

• Have a blast with a 100-piece puzzle of the world.

Yes, you’ve got it: with this box, the discovery never stops!

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• Deluxe giftbox!
• In-depth facts on the world tailored to the interest of children.
• A 3-for-1 special edition: Knowledge! Activities! And a puzzle!

ISBN: 978-94-6422-452-8

9 789464 224528

ISBN: 978-94-6422-452-8

9 789464 224528

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Feature

Age

BIC code

OCTOBER 2021

9789464224528

 £19.99

Box

Box : 225 x 325 mm 
Puzzle : 490 x 360 mm 
Book : 210 x 297 mm 

48 pages (per book) +  
6 sticker pages (sticker book)
100-piece puzzle + stickers

6+

YB
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Junior Discovery Box
Animals

www.yoyo-books.com

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

KEY SELLING POINTS: 

• Deluxe giftbox!
• In-depth facts on animals tailored to the interest of children.
• A 3-for-1 special edition: Knowledge! Activities! And a puzzle!

ANIMALS 
Discover the wonderful animal kingdom in this must-have 
title for every junior explorer! Each box holds the ultimate 
collection for young know-it-alls:

• Learn all about the animals from around the world with
the fact-filled Amazing Junior Atlas.

• Quizzes, games and stickers... test your newly acquired
knowledge in the super fun activity sticker book.

• Have a blast with a 100-piece puzzle of the world and
its animals.

Yes, you’ve got it: with this box, the discovery never stops!

Publication

ISBN

Price

Format

Size 

Extent

Feature

Age

BIC code

ISBN: 978-94-6422-453-5

9 789464 224535

ISBN: 978-94-6422-453-5

9 789464 224535

OCTOBER 2021

9789464224535

 £19.99

Box

Box : 225 x 325 mm 
Puzzle : 490 x 360 mm 
Book : 210 x 297 mm 

48 pages (per book) +  
6 sticker pages (sticker book)
100-piece puzzle + stickers

6+

YB
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